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ABSTRACT
The dissolution of West Coast, South IsLand, Nehr Zealand ilmenite
in acid solutions was studied under a variety of conditions, inctuding
concentrations approaching those used industrially. The major dissoLution
medium considered was hydrochloric acid (1-110 M), at temperatures of
5G+80 oC. The series of experiments undertaken souqht to establish the
factors affecting the reactivity of the ilmenite samples.
Concentrations of dissolved components of the ilmenj.te were
followed by Atornic Absorption spectrometry and the structure and
composition of the residual ilmenite was examined by x-ray powder
diffraction, x-ray fluorescence, electron microprobe and scanning
electron microscopy-
Evidence for the rapid dissol-ution of an iron-rich surface phase
was observed, but the dominant feature of early reaction is selective
attack along zones parallel to the basal plane of the ilmenite structure.
After the initial phase of rapid dissolution, reaction rate declines and
all extended period of concentration/time linearity fo11ows. Ttris decrine
in rate appears to relate to polymerisation and. transport of dissolved
titaniurn within the porous sofid,
The addition of phosphate and fruoride to the system, has been
shown to seriously affect the properties and transport of dissorved
titanium' The effects of other interfering reagents such as additional
titanium and iron were also considered.
The observed behaviour of these irrnenites in dissolution, hras
related to the pattern of natural weathering identified in other ilmenite
concentrates 
' The structure and composition of a range of these materiars
was examined by x-ray diffraction, Electron microprobe and M6ssbauer
spectroscopy.
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IIITRODUCFION
I.I! Titanium Dioxide pi@nent P oducilidg
Th-ere are three st'able diexi.dlee of, titanir:m, rutile, arratase
and. brookite. Of th.eee, rutile and e4atase have significant pigurcrtinE
properties and have almost re;rraced other white pi.gxnents in paints,
Flastics, enarnels and lla5rcr, worrd prodnetion of, Tio2 pi$nenes ig
presently running in exs€ss of two sriltrion tonDes EeE year. The raw
materiaLs for tlre manufactu:re of these glignents, a,re ttre natur,al,.Ly
occuming titani,rrur ores ruti.Ie (T:iOz) and ilmenite (FelBtrO3). Depleti.on
of nrtLle r serves has'meant that the wqfld's @nsiderable deposd-ts of
ilnenite (exceedinE ole billrton [uSI toamees ourside t]re USSR and China)
have becone, increasingly attractj.ve as a raw naterlal. Ilmenite oecu:3s
in a. broacl eomtrrositionatr range often enrichecl !-n titirnj.ran. Enrlctrnent
delrends o,n the deg:ree of naturel weatheicing and alteration. Austr,alian
ilmenites for exeqBJ-e range in eonrinslGion f'rgryr close to stoiahiometric
(521 FiO2) to ver.y tit'anhur sich (>8oB Tioe). l!'he eventual product of,
atrterati.on is ul-nerat rutlle and Australie atso supBlies in excess of,
9O$ o-f the worLdrs natJrral rutile.
Gonuercial. pi.gment Srrodrrrction util-izes tre main m.ethods, the
traditional su\ft-urlc acid route ar,rd t-he more reeently d.evetoped ehLoride
route. fhe tmo processes are outlined in fignrre 1.I.
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Fig. I.l- Si,urpLifiect florscharts ,for the su\rhuriq acid (sulBhate)
and chlorLde routes to TiO2 pigrnent.
1'5s gulFhate route involves direct dissolution of iLnenite in
strong aeid, ty'picariy 95s c-onstant boilLng ltr2soq. The resurting'
e*otherrni:a reaction reaves a spqnEe o soluble sulp.hates which ar:e then
dissor.ved.in water- c<rneentrati.on ancl extraetion of the iron,blr
precipitation as f.errsus sulp'hate erre followedl by ca,ref,ully csntr-olleil
hydroly"sis of the almost pure titarrium selutisn to grive a slunry which is
caLeined to yield thc erud€ pigrnent..
The chloride proee.s.s utilizes rutil€ or a naterial up,graded to a
hiEh titanium content, for fluidised bed chlorinatien at B0O-+IO,OO "C
followed by purification by fractional distillation and oxidation to
titanium dioxide.
Much effort has been directed into investigations of the most
efficient and economical methods of upgrading "altered" ilmenites to high
titanium materials (:95t TiO2), suitable as rutile substitutes for the
chloride process. The major irnpetus for developing such materials is
the high cost of sulphate plants, both in building and in effluent disposal.
L-2 The New Zealand Situation
New Zealand is fortunate in having considerable reserves of ilmenite.
The West Coast of the South Island has huge beachsand de;nsits, possi-bly
of the order of 80 nillion tonnes (llartin 1955, Nicholson et al 1958).
There are also considerable deposits on the West Coast of the North Island,
centred around Waikato North Head. The lnssibility of New Zealand
processing its own raw material as an alternative to importing pigrment,
or as a saleable high-titaniurn product, has led to a number of investigations,
nainly by the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research (DSIR). As 
-
early as 1967, Walker (1967) predicted,
"It was concluded that these materials would be attractive
raw materials for use in a titanium dioxide plant using
the sulphate route. Studies of projected market demand
indicated that the New Zealand market could support a
plant producing 12,000 tons/yr of titanium dioxide by
1980. "
Conditions have changed significantly since then, both in New Zealand
and in the world pigment market. A New Zealand plant is not yet planned,
although investigations are continuing.
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1.3 New Zealand Ilmenites
West Coast South Island ilmenite is a relatively low grade ore
in terms of titanium content (see Table 1-I). However the high ferrous
analysis is paralleled by high acid reactivity (Walker 19671. The
concentrate is a geologically "young" beachsand material showing little
weathering or alteration and makes up from 5 to 4Ot by weight of the
sand deposits, the largest of which lie around Westport. The geology
of the Westport delnsits is described by t4cPherson (1978) .
Ilmenites occur in lesser quantities along the West Coast of the
North fsland, interspersed with titanomagnetite sands- This concentrate
sho$ts higher iron and a higher ferric content than the South Island
material (see Table I.I) and is less homogeneous, making it l-ess attractive
as a ra\ir material either for pigrnent production or upgrading to a high-
titanium material.
A nunrber of stuilies have been carried out on extraction
(Nichorson et ar 1966), smelting (Marshalr and Finch 1967), processing
in sulphuric acid (Wa1ker L967, Judd and Palmer 1973, Walker et a1 f975)
and hydrochloric acid dissolution (,fuaa L9771 of New Zealand ilmenites.
The critical factor in the dissolution studies has been balancinq the
economies of acid consumption with the guantity of ilmenite ai""lfrr"a.
The disposal of large volurnes of high acid waste also presents rnajor
problerns particularly if a sulphuric acid route is used.
1.4 This Study
The purpose of this study was to examine the mechanism of acid
attack on New Zealand ilmenites. Although reviews, patents and texts
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Chapter 2
THE REACTTVITY OP UTNERAL
rL}IENITE
?-:-r- Crystal Structure
flmenite (FeTiOg) lends its name to a class of crystal structures
closely related to the corundum (q.-RlzOt) structure. A hexagonally elose-
packed array of oxide ions has two thirds of the octahedral interstices
occupied by cations, with the cations being of two different types in
the ilmenite structure (Fiq- 2-l).
Q = oxygen
fron
Titanium
B
FeTiO3, showing A the
B the hexagonal- unit celIs.
o Q=f=
The structure of
rhombohedral and
p
Go-i.
\tt )l
'--jF.9'
Fig. 2.1
t4
This structure is adopted by ABO3 oxides when the two cations A
and B are of similar size and the sum of their charges equals six. llhe
space group is ni if the fe and Ti are ordered 
- 
Fe and Ti occupying
alternate layers 
- or R3c if they are totally disordered (Rayrnond and
wenk 1971). However metal ion disorder is rarely encor:ntered, even
in quenched synthetic ilmenites (Shirane et al 1962).
Natural ilmenites are frequently found witfi small amounts of t{g
and I'In substituted almost exclusively in the Ferr sites but because
of their size and charge sirr-ilarity wit]l the Fe2+ ion, no lattice
distortion results, rn the Tauranga Bay ilmenite used in the following
work, ltno makes up 2+4t of the analysis of the ilmenite phase (see
Table 4.f).
2.2 Natural Weathering
Mineral ilmenite is particularly resistant to natural weathering
agents' however Lynd (1960) has shown that over many thousands of years,
beachsand ilmenite deposits can be significantly enriched in titanir:m
by the leaching of iron. A small proportion of the worldrs rutire
reserves are assumed to have formed through ilmenite weattrering. Ttre
process of natural weathering of ilmenite, is generally accepted to
consist of oxidation and reaching of the iron with corresponding
enrichment in titanium and initially at least, without major structural
distortion (Lynd 1960' Tempre 1966, Bailey et ar 1956, Grey and
Reid 1975),
This essentially continuous process gives rise to a problem of
definition- A considerabre number of names and formulae exist for
alteration products falling between pure ilmenite (FeTiOs) and
rutile (Tio2) 
- These incrude pseudorutire (or arizonite as it has
I5
been call"ed) which is approximatel-y FerTiro' amorphous iron-titanate
and leucoxene, which is taken by sone to represent any titaniun-enriched
product (Bailey et al f956) and by others to describe "essentially TiO2'l
(Temple 1956). lfhere has also been some conflict in the literature
over the nature of pseudorutile,with support for a distinct intermediate
isotropic material with a narrow range of composition (Teufer and
Temple 1966), while others propose an amorphous iron-titanium oxide or
mechanicar mixture of amorphous titanium oxide and iron oxide (overhort
et aI 1950). Recent single crystal X-ray diffraction studies appear
to have settled the matter in favour of the former (crey and Reid 1975).
The pseudorutile composition rnarks an intermed:iate stage in
the weathering process. Ttre first stage involves progressive iron
oxidation and leaching under the influence of seawater and weakly acidic
rainwater and groundwater. Lynd (f960) has testecl the effects of each
of these factors on irmenite weathering in J-aboratory experiments,
He concludes:
'...the most effective weathering agents of those likely
to be present in rain and groundwater are hrmric acid,
(derived from rotted leaves) and sulphuric acid. seawater
and other weakry alkaline solutions did not attack ilmenite
appreciably. "
Iron has been shown to be rernoved along structural discontinuities
by exarnination using electron n:icroprobe and opticar nicroscopy
(Temple 1966). rtris supports an iron migration gradient initiated at
the structural interfaces and maintained by progressive oxidation of
ferrous iron- lltris diffusion process continues without oxygen removal
until all ferrous iron has been oxidised or renoved and the pseudorutile
composition is reached. Ttr-is process is represented as:
zrel+ri3oe + 2Fe (oH) 3ere2+ri-o3+3o2+3H2o
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Further leaching of iron must be accompanied by oxygen removar
witJ. disruption of the lattice. Grey and Reid (1975) suggest epitactic
reprecipitation of the Tio2 giving the finar alteration product.
Fe2Ti3O9 -> 3TiO2 + 2Fe3+ + 3O2-
.-____fl_J
Fe203
2.3 Acid Reactivity
![ost cormmercial utilization of ilmenite is based on the dissolution
of the rnineral by rapid acid attack. Ttre parameters governing maximum
performance of digestors are well established, however most reviews do
not include any detaited investigation of the mechanism of the dissolution
process.
Imahashi and. Takamatsu (f976) studied ttre dissolution of ,Japanese
ilmenite and rutile in weak (o.o3 -*r M) hydrochloric and surphuric
acids- Itreir work supported the accepted conclusion that sulphuric acid
is a better dissolution nedium than ttre equivalent strength hydroctrloric
acid but they were uncertain as to the nature of the interaction between
sulphate and/or bisulphate ions and the mineral-
I\rto distinct zones of conditions were identified in a ternperature/
acid concentration diagrarn (riq. 2.2). rn the higher acid strength
region (A) the mole ratio of dissolved titanir:n to iron approached ttre
stoichiometric (unity). However in the lovr strength, hj-gh tenperature
regi-on (B) , this ratio tended to become smarler with time. Ttre
mechanism proposed was one of changing surface area bringing about
depression of the dissolution rate in region A and the involvement of
an additional insoluble surface layer in region B.
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Fig. 2.2 Temperature and acid concentrations used
in ilmenite dissolution (from Imahashi and
Takamatsu L976,
Ttrese reaction conditions are considerably milder than any
possibJ-e comhercial. reaction and because of the low percentage conversion
of tJ:e ilmenite in fmahashi ancl Takamatsurs work, any surface layer
product sucb as TiO2 was not detectecl by X-ray diffraction.
Jain and ilena (1977) studied t-he dissolution of Gopalpur ilmenite
in hydrochloric acid of industrial strengrths (4-+IO M). In analysis,
the raw material is not very different from typical New Zealand concentrates
(Table t.U. In view of its high ferrous content tlrey proposed removing
the iron values selectively by direct hydroctrloric acid leaching r:nder
atmospheric pressure, without. any pre-treatnent of the mineral. Digestion
was carried out in a reaction flaskror in an ilmenite packed column.
llhe results were analysed in terms of t iron removed and tJ:e corposition
of the crude Tio2 product, however they do not mention any titanir:m
removar during the digestion. This makes the digestion efficiency
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ilifficult to determine. If the iron alone is leached out with tittle
or no accompanying titanium, a distinct iron containing phase would
seem to be necessary. Jackson (1975) suggested that claimed selective
leaching of iron from ilmenite using hyclrochloric acid was really the
resul-t of concurrent precipitation of the titanir.un.
Remarkable efficiency in iron removal is achieved both in single
stage (78-80* removed witl. boiring 20 wtt Hcl in 5oa excess of the
stoichiometric reguirement for dissolution) and multiple stage (ggt with
24 wi-* HCI, using four stages) extraction. Coh.urr reactors showed a
tendency to clog with precipitated ferrous chloride, but the efficiency
of iron removal was considerably better than in a flask.
Jain and Jena proposed that the initial reaction rdas a chernically
controlled surface process resulting in rapid iron removal. fhe
subseguent slowing of the reaction was due to:
(a) diffusion of acid into the pores of the particles, or
(b) Iess availability of iron(rl) in the ilrnenite, or
(c) lowering of acid concentration in the reachant and/or
(d) increased iron concentration in solution.
They concluded that partial- reduction of ttre ilmenite followecl by
a column leach with 20 wtB HCI at 105+107 oC sould provide a 92+93* TiOz
product.
Jackson (1975) studied ilmenite dissolution in hydrochloric acid
but in a unique mineral system. The Allard rake concentrate used contained
a tlpical ilmenite-hematite exsolution structure, so the reaction nrec5anism
was unique to the system. fhe dissolution kinetics were stuilieil with
and without pre-treatment of the mineral, consisting of either partial
oxidation or reduction. Jackson concluded the reaction showed a first
order dependence on hydrogen ion activity and calculated activation
t9
energies for the dissolution of the hematite rich and ilmenite ridr
phases (see Table 4.8).
Pre-reduction caused a nrarked increase in dissolution rate, but
again approxirnateLy first order hydrogen ion activity dependence was
observed.
one of the most interesting and recent views on the subject invoLved
a new approach using a combination of particulate dissolution and
rotating disk extrlerirnents on natural and slmthetic ilrnenites (l{cConnel
L978, Barton and Mcconnel L979) . lttre lirnitations of rotating disk
surface area and roughening of the disk surface meant that only srnalt
d,egrees 11-+28) of conversion were followed by this technigue, even
using 9 M sulphr:ric acid over 28 hours at 65 oc. Together with the
particulate dissolution studies, the rotating disk work yields some
interesting conclusions. Firstly the dissolution rate is independent
of rotation speed for both synthetic and natural ihnenites in sulphuric
acid, iuplying cheraically controlled reaction. Again iron leaves rrDre
rapiclly than titanium in the early stages of reaction, but this does
not occur in a carefully crystarrised synthetic ilmenite. From
tenperature dependence of the reaction rate, Barton and Mcconner
calculate apparent activation energies for the rate determining step
(see fable 4.8). These also support chernical control.
llhe particul-ate dissolution studies used a wide range of ilmenite
concentrates of varying degrees of alteration, including west coast
and Tauranga Bay sanples from New Zealand,. Ttre dissolution of specific
size fraetions in sulphuric acid. up to 9 lrl was studied with enphasis
on the role of altered phases. McConnel worked with r:ngrror.rrd ilmenite
in a l-arge excess of acid so soh:bility effects and hydrolysis could be
nri-ninr-ized- He concluded that natural ilmenite dissolution initially
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involves the removal of an altered. surface high in ferric iron in the
form of fine grained hematite. The bulk of the solid was then attacked.
Thus the degree of alteration was a major factor in determining initial
reactivity and later reaction depended on the comtrnsition of the bulk
material.
l'tcConnel then set out to simulate natural weathering using refluxed
distilled water in a Soxhlet apparatus. After six months there was no
significant crystallographic modification of the ilmenite, as deter:rrined
by x-ray diffraction, but the solution contained appreciable concentrations
of iron and titanirmr j-n the ratio of approximately 5o:1.
To summarize briefly from the major studies of ilmenite dissolution,
concentration/tirne plots are initially approximately linear under most
acid conditions, and show first order dependence on hydrogen ion activity.
This initial stage appears to be chemically controlled by the reaction
at the ilmenite surface (licConnel I97g). Dissolution plots tend to
crrrve and flatten out rapidly rater in reaction, even in strongly acid
solutions. rn this region, processes such as acid diffusion, ress
availability of ferrous iron, lowering of acid concentration and increased
concentration of iron in solution rnust be considered (Jain and Jena Lg77).
2.4 Reactivity of New Zealand Ilmenites
west Coast South Island ilmenite, because of its high reactivity
and moderate titanium content has always been the most attractive local
material for acid digestion. other titaniun containing materials such
as steel plant slags have been investigated with a view to obtaining a
high-titaniun upgrade material (Marshall and Finch Lg67, walker Lg67) ,
but none compare with West Coast ilmenite.
2L
Judd and palmer (f973) determined the effects of acid strength,
acid/ilmenite ratio, temperature and hydrolysis conditions in achieving
a satisfactory (>98t) iio2 naterial. The important features of the
dissolution of this West Coast ilmenite were:
(a) because of its high reactivity, relatively dilute
(<40$ by weight) sulphuric acid can be used, making
acid recovery from the hydrolysis filtrates technically
feasible.
(b) A soluble mass of sulphates can be avoided in the
initial digestion step because of the lower strength
acid. Thus dissolution can be continuous with the
reaction mixture fluid throughout the operation.
(c) There is very rittle ferric iron present in the raw
ilmenite and as the dissolution is essentially non_
oxidative, a reduction step is not required to prevent
ferric iron interfering in later hydrolysis of the
titanium solution.
Thus study led to experiments with a smalI batch run pilot plant
using single stirred tanks for digestion and hydrolysis. The results
were assessed economically together with plant and service costs for
a pigrment operation. Although tentative, this showed that the product
could have a ttsrnall price advantage" over irnported pigment.
Further work was carried out with a small mixer-cascade pilot
plant set-up (Wa1ker et al f975). The plant consisted of six identical
stages with acid and irmenite running concurrentry with gravity feed
between stages. However the results were not encouraging by comparison
with earlier batch work, The necessity of interstage acid addition and
increased reaction times, made the economics of the continuous process
unattractive.
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Because of the difficulties of recovering and recycling sulphuric
acid and problems in the disposal of large quantities of high acid ferrous
sul-phate waste (see Fig. I.I), hydrochloric acid was considered for the
digestion reaction. Although less reactive towards ilmenite,HCl has
the following advantages:
(a) well proven methods exist for acid recovery from
moderate strength solutions.
(b) Acid recovery from iron-rich slurries produces iron
oxide as the major by-product. This is readilv saleabre
as a pigrment or high grade ore.
In July 1977 Judd pr:blished a DSIR report ,Production of Titanirur
Dioxide from Westland (vlest Coast) Ilmenite by Hydrochloric Acid Leaching.'-
This report detailed laboratory experiments on batch digestion, clarifi-
cation and the hydrolysis of the resulting titanium solutions. Judd
showed that under favourable conditions, the digestion goes to corlpletion,
indicating that the reaction is not confined to leaching of iron from the
ore (compare with Jain and .fena 1927).
Titanium solutions hydrolyse readily in hydrochloric acid so
the temperature and acid/ilmenite ratio must be carefully regulated to
delay hydrorysis until the digestion is at or near compretion- The
liquor can then be filtered to renove gangue minerals before the hydrolysis
step- In fact small- amounts of sulphuric acid were added to suppress
hydrolysis in digestions carried out in boiling solutions. Judd proposed
two distinct process designs based on hydrochloric acid digestion. The
first utilized boiling acid and "in situ" hydrolysis while the second
followed a more traditional route, using lower temperatures to delay
hydrolysis until gangue minerals have been rernoved.
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To suurmarize, ilmenite r4lgrading in Nerr Zealand has been shown,
through the vrork of, DSrR, to be quite feasibl-e on a technicar basis
either by a hyclrochloric acid process or by a sulphuric acid route.
The unnodified ore, although low grade in terms of titaniurn content, is
unusually reactive tovards acid dissolution, thus improving its
processing lrcssibilities. However, little of the mechanisr of ihnenite
dissol-utj-on is tmderstood, particularJ-y with these reactive concentrates.
The observed behaviour at high acid/ilmenite ratios (trtcConneL 1978) in
sulphuric acid, does not crarify the mechanisn of dissorution in
concentrated solutions, particularry i-n hydrochloric acid.
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Chapter 3
EXPERII.{E!tTAL
3.1 Introduction
The object of this work was to study the dissolution of ilmenite
on a laboratory scale but under conditions close to those which rnight be
used corunercially. This meant concentrated solutions of high acidity
and temperatures approaching boiling. The maximurn acid strength used was
Io M nct at an acid to ilmenite mole ratio of l0:l (weight ratio 2'4z]-l '
Judd (L977) in his investigation of commercial leve1 digestions in hydro-
chloric acid used weight ratios between 2.3621 and 0.6511. Lesser emphasis
was placed on sulphuric acid reactivity as this has been investigated in
higher acid,/itmenite ratios by ttcConnel (1978) r and in industrial
concentrations in the work of Judd and Palmer (f973).
As well as the basic dissolution reactions, a variety of additives
such as phosphoric acid, fluoride (as magnesirrnr fluoride) and titaninrn
(as potassir.un titanium oxalate) were introcluced. Acid strength and
temperature were the major parameters considered, with lesser emphasis
on stirring rate and particle size. In one dissolution run an ultrasonic
bath was used for "in situ!' treatment of the ilmenite-
Drperimental work involved three distinct aspects of the
dissolution reaction:
(a) the reaction itself.
(b) the analysis of the resulting solutions.
(c) characterisation and analysis of the solid at
different staqes of reaction.
The following sections describe the instruments ald methods used in
studying the reaction.
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3.2 pjsso+u.liorr
Ikuenite sanrples rilere obtriineel ffon the Indlustrtal Frocessi,lrg
DiVislori" DSf.Rr. ds coxrGrGotrates from standard m:ineral dressing procedof,€si
Australien sa4;21es lrere tr)rovietecl by Dr lan :Gfef of the Division of Mine_ral
Chelnistry'7 CSI,RB,, A.usttall^a. The najorutahr:trraterial used was ilmenite
f,ron lf,atrranga Bay near westport on the llest Coast of the south Island.
tllre siae- distribution of grounil and unground frae-ions used in thi:-s worh
is eletailed in table 3,1,
EABXE 3.I Particle size ilistrl,bution o.f, groun:dl arid ungror:rlll
Ta,uranga Eay ilmenite salrple.s used :i.n the corxrse
of ttris rvork
frac,tion (un) unground grormd (Al ground (A)(* by weiqht.D
125 +
l05-I25
90-106
75-9O
63-75
5O=63*
37-50*
-37*
,3.6
35.6
5?.8
5.6
Or3
o.l
o.9
1l.s
2E,3
34.2
20i1
6.6
Lu7
2.5
o-7
4.8
8.1
11.2
L4.2
9.4
14.O
36.1
99.0 99.1 98i.5
*f.ronr Sef,lgraph anallrsis 
- see sectioq 2.4.7.
Il-menite was added to stirred aoid soluti.ons in a reactior flask
susStended in a ttrennostatecl rater bath ancl fitteel uith a reflux
eondens'ei (fig. 3-f ). Temperature control_ tras better than +0.25 oC.
Ac.ids used were a'nalytieal grade 95-9Bt E2SO5 and 33t* I,lCl cliluted
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Fig. 3.1 Apparatus used in dissolution experiments.
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to the appropriate strength. Sanples rrere rerroved from the flask at
intervals during each digestion, the typical- duration of runs being eight
to ten hours. The assenbly (see fig. 3.1) was found to be stable under
the strongly acid conditions with insignificant loss of acid by fimring.
Occasional tror:bles were encountered with the physical nature of the
slurry, especially with finely divideil samples which showed a tendency
to cake and line the walls of the flask. A ternperature range of 50>80 "C
was used, the upper rfunit being determined by the rapid hydrolysis of
titanium chloride solutions above this temperature (see section 4.2-2) 
-
Samples vtere extracted by syringe pipette from the middle of the
stirred srurry. They contained both solid and liquid thus avoiding
variation in the solid/liguid ratio being introduced by sampling. After
extraction, samples were centrifuged to drop temperature thus arresting
reaction, and to se;rarate the sorid fraction. The 5 to 6 ml of clear
liguid was then stored for analysis as was the washed and filtered solid.
rn cases where interruption and washing of the undissolved
ilmenite were necessary, the hot slurry was filtered through a Buchner
funnel and the filtrate immediately returned to the thermostated fl-ask.
A wide variety of treatments were carried out on the solid including
repeated washing in hot distilled water, washing in dilute acid andlor
base etc. The solid was returned to the flask, usuarly after drying
in a cool oven (40 "C) and the dissol_ution continued-
3.3 Analysis of the Liquor
Concentrations of iron, titanium and manganese in the solution
were determined by Atomic Absorption spectroscopy using a Techtron AA4
instrument.
2A
Titanium was measured at the 3643 Ao resonance line and manganese
at 2795 Ao, both of tiese being the most sensitive resonance lines. However
to avoid a separate set of dirutions, iron rdas measured at its next
most sensitive line at 3720 Ao.
Initially samples were d.oped with 2000 ptrxn potassium to suppress
ionization, however this was determined to be unnecessary except in the
absence of sulphuric acid. l,latrix effects due to the viscosity of the
sulphuric acid were encountered, necessitating the use of a standard O.2S Ur
sulphuric acid solution in all samples and standards. To keep samples in
the range of the standards (2s + 2o0 p1m for Fe and Ti, 5 +3o ptrxn for l,!n)
dilution by up to a factor of 2OO was necessary.
Titanium analysis is considerably more difficult than either iron
or manganese. A slightly rich nitrous oxide/acetylene flame is necessary
and. sensitivity is strongly dependent on the flame comtrnsition- The
presence of iron in the solutions assists in overcoming conmon titanirmr
interferences (Price L972) 
-
Iron response was tested for silica interference by a change of
flame teur;:erature, using nitrous oxide/acetylene in place of airrlacetyrene-
No difference was detected and some accuracy was lost due to increased
baseline instability.
lllanganese, determined in an air/acetylene flane is also relatively
free of interferences in the concentration ranges used.
Generally at least two dilutions of each sample were fitted into
the concentration range of the standards- These rarely differed by more
than four percent and average values were taken.
Ceric sulphate titration (.ruaa and Palmer 1973) was used on several
of the early experimental runs to test t]le Atomic Absorption results- The
accuracy of the method depends on a careful correction for dissolved
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aluminiun used to reduce the titanium and obtained by blank titration,
and also on carrying out the first titration hot. The results for a
typical reaction are shown in figure 3.2 together with com;nrative AA
values. The method was found to be significantly nore complicated than
Atomic Absorption analysis and showed a marked loss in accuracy.
Acid consumption was determined by titration of the solution before
and after dissol-ution with a standardised sodir:nr hydroxide solution. The
"after" titration was complicated by the presence of large concentrations
of iron in the solution. Interference was minirnised by dilution and the
addition of EDTA which vras corrected for by blartk titration.
3.4 Analysis of the Ilmenite
3.4.1 X-ray Diffraction
Powder diffraction traces were run on a Philips PW 1025 diffracto-
meter using Cu Ka radiation and a Xerron proportional counter. Initially
peak lnsitions were used in distinguishing possiJcle reaction products
such as pseudorutile, rutile and anatase. However alnrt from traces of
rutile and anatase, no product phases were identified. Hydrated ferrous
chloride was precipitated on cooling of the 10 l{ HCl digestion solution,
however precipitation was not evident in the hot solution (70 "C) -
The unit ceII size of the ilmenite crystallites was determined
from the nine major peaks of the powder diffraction pattern using a
computer program based on the method of Appleton et aI (1963). Peak
trnsitions were determined from traces run at ro mirr-l with "Analar"
sodir:n or potassium chloride as an internal standard- No orientation or
packing problems were encountered with the ground sannples as positions
rather than intensities or line widths were the critical parameters.
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A major Problen in X-ray diffraction work was the lack of resolution
in attmrpting to distinguish reaction products. Several possible products
have diffraction lEtterns sinilar to each other and to iLnenite. pseudorutile
is an example of this (Grey and Reid 1975).
3.4.2 X-ray Fluorescence
Major element analysis was carried out on fused discs of the iLnenite
samples using a modified Norrish and,Hutton method (Kennedy et al, in prepn.).
A Siernens spectrometer fitted with a chrornium X-ray tube was used to analyse
discs pretrnred by fusing the sarnple with a spectroftux type 105 lithiun
tetraborate flux. Ilmenite is quite difficult to fuse and it was necessary
to dope samples with up to 50t "spec-pure" silica. This introduces some
additional error in the SiO2 analyses in comparison to the other major
elernents. Iron totals must be corrected for the ferrous content which
was determined by the standard dichrornate titration method (Sarver L927).
Mass atrsorption effects from the high iron and titanium concentrations
rneant that standards with similar levels were required and some were
manufactured by fusing rnixtures of spec-pure TiO2, Fe2O3 and SiO2.
Samples which proved difficult to analyse were those from
dissolution runs involving phosphoric acid addition to the solution (see
section 4-2-7). These sanrg>les, which contained up to 14* p2O5, gave low
totals and variable ignition losses. Remelting to i:nprove disc hornogeneity
gave improved totars in some but not arl cases. Tabre 4-l shows a
comparison of X-ray fluorescence analyses with those obtained from the
electron microprobe and from wet chernical nethods.
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3.4.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy
SElrl proved to be an extremely useful technique in observing the
nature of the reaction on the il-menite grains. Both whole grains and
cross-sections were examined using a Cambridge Stereoscan 60O instrument.
Whole grains were mounted on double sided adhesive tape on aluminiurn
sample holders (see fig. 3.3). These were then coated with a vapour
deposited conducting layer of gold. For cross-sectional examination
grains were set in "Araldite' mounts (rig. 3.3) and polished on Struers
trnlishing eguipment, finishing with a lym diamond ;nste to give a hiqhl-y
polished cross-sectional surface.
Because of the sunall grain sizes involved (<:O trtrn in many cases)
a nr:riber of resins and impregnation technigues \dere tried. "Araldite D"
was found to give satisfactory results because of its relatively low
viscosity particularly when warmed. The Teflon mould and vacuurn system
used is shown in figrure 3.4. Centrifuging the Araldite before injection
and the use of reduced pressure ( =ZS nrur Hg) ensured a bubble-free mount
with good adhesion to the grains and suitable trnlishing characteristics.
Ihese mounts were also used for electron-microprobe studies (see
section 3.4.4) .
The trnlished 2.5 cm diameter mounts were glued to ah:rninium stubs
and coated as described earlier- The only problems encountered were again
with the phosphate containing samples where srlrface coatings and
precipitated materiaL made resin adhesion poor and grains tended to
break-out during polishing. The use of slight vacuum during impregnation
as descriSed above, was developed to overcome this difficulty.
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Fig. 3.3 Mounting stub used for whole grain examination by
elestron microscope and araldite mount used for
cross-section examination by electron microscope
and electron microprobe-
3e
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Fig, 3.4 ttre prepa:ration
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3.4.4 Electron Microprobe
The polished mounts constructed for SEM work (section 3.4.3)
proved ideal for electron-microprobe analysis using the Victoria University
Anallrtical Facilities JEOt 733 microprobe. The advantage of a focused
beam probe is that point analysis can give the comSrcsition of discrete
phases, assuming they can be distinguished either through the optical
microscope or the SEM. Thus it was possible to look at the com;nsition
of the ilmenite phase as distinct from ttre bulk analysis and also to identify
the inclusions. The elemental density mapping frmction was used to observe
distributions of major elements, such as manganese which substitutes in
the ilmenite phase. The instrument \das usually used. for major element
analysis i.e. silica, titanirm, iron, manganese, rnagnesium, aluninium,
calcirut, sodium and potassium. Bariurn, nickel, chromiusr and phosphorous
were added to the program as required.
The no:ntal accelerated voltage used for analysis was 15 kV rrith
a probe current =10-8 A. Beam diameter was between 2 and 5 ym depending
on machine conditions and the nature of the region of interest. The
complementary nature of bulk analysis by X-ray fluorescence and specific
analysis of phases eras extremely useful lnrticularly in distinguishing
which phases resisted attack.
Analysis totals were good (99t2t) in npst cases, the exceptions
were attributable to:
(a) overlap of phases not distinguished under the optical
mt croscope,
(b) the excited region (rig. 3.5) overlapping into
resin material or
surface contour causing scattering, lnrticularly
from ;nrtially dissolved samples.
(c)
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fiC. 3.5 The shape of the region of electron penetration and
scatter, under a beam of low accelerating voltage.
- From Berti-n (1978) -
The ferric content, although extremely small for Tauranga Bay ilmenite
is appreciable for more weathered sampJ-es (see section 5.7), and must
be considered in correcting low totals-
3-4-5 Optical Microscope
Optical microscopy was used on both whole grains and cross-seetions
but with limited success. The sma1l particle size of the ilmenite rneant
viewing was restricted to clusters of grains under reflected light using
the sarne lnlished mounts prepared for SEM and Probe work. Alteration
vras visible in Australian samples (see section 5.7) however in viewing
Tauranga Bay ilmenite only occasional rings of exsolution henatite (fig.4.5)
were visiJole through the pol.ariser. flnenite unfortunately reflects as
subtle shades of grey (Deer, Howie and Zussman 1966) as do most of the
inclusions. It was possi-ble to distinguish three major phases in Tauranga
Bay ilnenite consisting of the ilmenite, scidium rich feldspars and guartz.
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The t€ehniclue sas otr little use with parti.aXl,y dLssolved materials, no
reacti.Gn llroducts were o-bserved and r,eaolutlotr war not sutrficient to studly
the uodle of, attaclt qn the ilmenite gralns..
3.4,.6 ldFs,sbauer Speetroseopy
Mdssbauer spectroscopy is a ;rarticularly useful method of investi-
gating t]re nearest neiqllboun envigo5r4lent sf i.ron in the llmenite lattice-.
Ilnlike X-ray'diffraction, the technique is generallXr not 1>article size
de;rnd,ent. rE is ltetl strited to :i_nves.tiEabion of the iron groprilatisn in
non-erguivalent cites and the oxidetion state of iron in the lattice- ,?!lie
method uti1izee the reeoill-ess nuelear resonance abso:ption of the l.4.lt l*elt
gartum ray of 57f" (2.2,* natural aburrdance) between the rrrel,e-ar spin levels
eif tr = 3,/2 and I = l/2 (ffg. 3.6). Refer t6 Bancroft (1973) or
Golclanskii and Herber (1969, for a filll djscussion of, the effect a.nd lts
applications.
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yagnetic hyperfine Eplitting of the nuclear levels of 5?F"
shoning the alloyed traasitj.ons observed by lbssbauer Epectrosc.optf.
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Fie. 3-6 (b) llagnetic hyperfine splitting in the Hdssbauer spectrum.
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Spectra were recorded on a constant acceleration l6ssbauer spectrometer
(Johnston and Nixon 1971) at room temperature and over a velocity range of
-I12.2 nurr s ^. An approxirnatery r0 mc 57co 
"orrtce annealed into a copper
rnatrix was used, therefore all velocities are calculated relative to copper.
Cali5ration was carried out regrularly using powdered sodium
nitroprusside dihydrate- Computer fitting was carried out where lnss5Jcle
using a modified version of the X2 minimisation program of Stone (1967).
M6'ssbauer spectra provided information on the natural alteration
of ilmenites ttrrough a series of New Zealand and Australian samples but
was of limited use in the investigation of dissolution mechanisrn. No
significant oxidation or distortion of the ferrous site is apparent during
dissolution of Tauranga Bay ilmenite (see section 4.4).
3.4.7 Particle Size Determination
Particle size and surface area effects were initially thought to
have considerable influenee on the reaction mechanisn. particle sizes
were determined by a combination of sieving (down to a 63 pm mesh) and
a Micromeritics sedigraph 5ooo D, used to measure distrj_bution from
approximately 60 pm down to I pm. The Sedigraph utilizes variation in
settring rate with particle size- This rate is measured by an x-ray
beam through a moving ceI1 containing a suspension of ttre material under
test- Critical parameters in setting up the instrument are the density and
viscosity of the solvent used. Because of ilmenites density (=4-5 g/"r3),
water and Iight alcohoLs are unsatisfactory and a solution of 4o* glycerol
was used- The density and viscosity of this solution were taken from
tabLes in the Handhook of Chemistry and physics (Ig74). Determining the
suitability of a solvent system involves calculating a settling velocity
from the equation:
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D (p-po)980Settling velocity = 
-
l8n
where D = the starting diameter (uptrnr liurit of particre size)
P = density of the solid
po = density of the solvent
n = viscosity of the solvent
From the settling velocity and the Reynolds number;
Dvpo
Q = 
- 
(v = settling velocity).
n
a rate setting is calculated for the instrunent. If the rate does not
lie in a specified range the solvent is unsatisfactory.
These carculations assume spherical particres, however this
source of error can be minirnised by using a reratively srow settring
rate (a sean over 60 ttm will take approxinately 35 minutes). Tauranga Bay
ilmenite even when ground shows a predominance of spherical particles
under the SElrl, so this assr,unption is justified.
one problenr which was encountered in sedigraph analysis was
consistently low readings in the initial stages of analysis i.e. elose to
63 un. This difficulty persisted despite careful sieving (to ensure a
minimum of >63 pm dianreter lnrticles in the initial sample) anel variations
in stirring and pre-treatment in the ultrasonic bath. The problem lras
attributed to a eal-ibration difficulty with the instrument and meant plots
of trnrticLe size distribution were biased toward low particle sizes (see
for example rig. 4.25r 
-
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Chapter 4
REACTIONS OF TAURANGA BAY ILMENTTE
4.1. The Composition of the Solid
4.1.f Introduction
Tauranga Bay ilmenite, the major ralr material used in this r^rork,
was extracted by tabling, magnetic and electrostatic separation from the
beachsands of Tauranga Bay, West Coast, South fsland, New Zealand. The
origin and mineralogy of the ilmenite sands have been investigateil by
McPherson (1978) and the separation of ilmenite and accessory minerals
by Nicholson et al (f966).
Analyses of the ilmenite concentrate by several methods are
shown in Table 4.1. The ilnenite phase is close to stoichiometric ferrous
titanate in comtrrcsition, the difference in analysis between this phase
(analysed by microprobe) and the bulk material (analysed by X-ray
fluorescence) is due to a large number of small inclusions. Fignrre 4.1
shows electron photomicrographs of cross-sections of iauranga Bay ilmenite
grains. The najor inclusions are identified by the probe as the feldspars
albite and oligoclase, also quartz and lesser quantities of sphene,
prehnite and apatite have been identified.
The ilmenite phase itself appears quite homogeneous from optical
and electron rnicroscopy, and microprobe studies (fig. 4.L1, and the probe
shows little deviation from the analysis shown in Table 4.r. There is
litt1e evidence of the typical cross-hatched alteration zones visible in
weathered ilmenites (Deer, Howie and Zussman 1966, El-Hinnawi 1969).
I"langanese, conunonly substituted in the ferrous site in ilmenite
(Ersdon L975, Ternple 1955) reports at 2 to 2.5* revels i_n the probe
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taO-le 4.1 Analyses of TauranEfa Bay ilmenite bryr X-ra! f,hnlescence:,
' Electron-microprobe andl wet chernf.cal &ethodls.
,ELectron
nie:lOBrolee (e)
X-ray
fluorescence
Previous
ar,r,alysis (b)
TiOz I
Fe.O
I'egOg
!frrO
MgO
CaO
Naos
NanO
Keo
frzos
Feos
s.io2
52.44
45.50
na
a. 04
o.06
Q.O2
o.04
0.02
0. 01
o,o0:
o.ol
0.o4
46.5
gz.g (c)
3,O
1.6
r.5
r.2
2,6
1.?
O.,20
na
a,z2
4.4
46.5
37.6
3.2
1.7
1.2
1.4
2.8
na,
na
o.03
o.I.s (dl
,4. L
(a) Thls ls a$ averagg from a nunber df ps:lnt arralyses. The prrobe
analyses. ref,er spe.cf-fieally to ,the. irrrnite ph+se, the o,tjler two
rethods provlde a;ral.ys-es ,of ttre bulk aonee.ntrat_e,.
(b) tron lfal.ker (1962).
(c) f,bterruineril by :dirihrourate titrati.on (see sect-ion 3.t1,2)-
(d) I-Yon ,Judd ar,lcl F;alrer (I9-23t.
na = .trot, 4na,L1tse'd.
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(a) cross-section view of a cruster of grains 
- marker bar = lo0 um.
Analysis
line
Iron
Titanium
(b) Electron-probe
from the above
line-scan for i ron
ohotograph 
- rnarker
and titanium
bar = 10 um.
across a grain
Electron micr-oscope
Tauranga Bav ilneni -ohot-ograohste.
Fig- 4.I of cross-sections from
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analysis. l{apping of the mangErnese concentration using the electron
nicroprobe shows Ern even dist::ibution within the limits of resolution
(rnapping was carried out on a grid of 2 yrn steps with a 2 pm beam
dianeter) 
' 
A random distriJrution of manganese in the ferrous sites,
is also suptrnrted by the observation that the rate of appearance of
manganese in solution during dissolution, is directry proportional to
that of iron (see section 4.2.1).
X-ray diffraction analysis of ground Tauranga Bay ilmenite reveals
a very crystal-line l-attice conforming accurately to the ASTl,t peak
trnsitions - Table 4.2. Unit eell dimensions, calculated as described
in section 3.4.1, show deviation of less than o.3t from the ASTM
reference moterial. Residual peaks can be attri-buted to the silicate
inclusions with the strong guartz peak (3.34 A") making a significant
contrilcution.
4.1.2 Compositional Changes during Reaction
The guartz and feldslnr incl-usions are extremely acid resistant
and are left as gangrue material after dissolution. The accessibre
apatite however dissolves readily, as is shown by x-ray fluorescence
analyses of solid residues frorn different stages of reaction (rig. 4-z).
Calcium and phosphorous levels in the solid decline rapidly within the
first hour of reaction, wtrereas silica increases markedly over the sanne
interval.
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TABLE 4.2 X-ray d.iffraction data from Tauranga Bay ilmenite
Peak f Peak (ASTM)t/ro t/To
3.7 33
3. 333*
t3. 196 '
2.7 48
2.542
2.346
2.236
2.L77
1.865
r.724
1.636
I. 506
I.47I
L.342
Diffraction pattern
,k
Quartz
*Albit"
30
t0
8
100
50
10
20
5
20
50
10
30
25
40
3.73
2.74
2.54
2.23
1. 86
L.72
r.63
1.50
L.47
1. 34
100
85
85
100
50
85
85
70
50
70
calibrated with powdered tAnalar' NaCl.
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FLg. 4.2 Analyses of solid samples from dissolution in 6 M HcI 70 oC.
The burk anarysis shows, over the course of dissolution, only
slight variation in the Fe:Ti ratio with enrichment in titanirmr relative
to iron (rig. 4,3) - This is consistent with the direction of the
concentration imbalance observed in the solution, but does not account
for the magnitude of the solution imbalance. This is discussed further
in section 5.3.3.
The reaction of unground ilmenite reveals irregularity in the
earry stages of iron dissolution. This is best illustrated in the
Activation Energy experiments (see section 4.3) in which sna1l degrees
of dissolution are followed. The behaviour of iron in these row
concentrations (see Fig. 4-6 | is consistent with the dissol-ution of
a surface layer rich in ferric iron. McConnel (I9Zg) suggests fine
grained hematite and suplnrts this with ferric iron anaLyses in these
FJ
t-o
F
G'
tt-
0
Fig. 4 
-3
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Fe:Ti ratio from ilmenite samples _ 6 14 HCt ZO,C.
sorutions (Fig. 4.4r. rsolated occurrences of surface hematite
are visible through the optical microscope (Fig. 4.5) and one occurrence
of distinct hematite lamellae orientated lnrallel to the basal plane in
an ilmenite grain was noted lsee for example El-Hinnawai (1969) and
Lal'ly et aI (1975) for a discussion of the ilmenite,zhernatite relationshipl .
Surface heuratite is horpver not extensive and is not observed by X-ray
diffraction even using unground sampJ.es, neither is it observed in the
Miissbauer spectrun of Tauranga Bay ilmenite (see section 4.4).
rf the plotted line for iron dissolution is projected back through
the concentration axis, the intercept is seen to coincide for reactions
at 6o' 70 and 80 "c (Fig- 4.5) suggesting the concentration irregularity
is protrnrtional to t.l1e amount of ilmenite rather than the path of reaction.
Further evidence for such a layer can be seen in scanning electron
photomicrographs of whore grains in the early stages of reaction
(see Fig. 4 
-I2) .
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Cross-section of Tauranga
crossed-polarised light.
streaks. (Field of view =
Bay ilmenite grains viewed under
Hematite appears as red-brown
420 um) .
4.5
Bo"c
rig. 4.6
TIHE/(HRSI
Projection of plots of iron dissolution from activation
energy deterrnination (see section 4.3), back through the
concentration axis, 6 lt HCl, 75-L25 ym iLnenite sample.
Unit cell parameters for the ilmenite crystallites were calculated
as descri5ed in section 3-4.1. Figrure 4.7 shows the variation in the
;rara.meters of Tauranga Bay samples after differing degrees of reaction
and Tabl-e 4.3 lists these values in comlnrison with other ilmenites
studied, The results indicate a slight shrinkage in the unit cell volume
with progressive reaction (whether by acicl dissolution or by natural
weathering). Variation is similar in both the a and c axes of the hexagonal
unit cell but is at less than It levels, This is consistent with a small
degree of iron oxidation with no significant deformation of the unit cell.
4-1.3 Solid Products from tlre Reaction
X-ray diffraction analysis was used in attempting to identify
product or intermediate phases in the dissolution. Ttre intensity of the
ilmenite diffraction lnttern because of its highly crystalline nature,
tends to mask pealcs from a nurnber of possible products which exhibit
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TABEE 4.3 Unit cel-l parametersr for ilmenites and related
mineraLs
Sanple
"o 
(Ao)
"o 
(A") Volume
Tauranga Bay
/4 I.t H2SOq 10
/8 U HCI
/lo 1,1 HCl
/4 m H2so4 36
hr
5.O92
5. O87
5. O85
5-O85
5.079
5.088
5.085
5.085
5. O79
4.515
5.O34
14. toz
1_4 
- 
093
14. o93
14.087
L4. O57
14. 045
14. O82
14. o82
14. 135
L4.375
13.752
316.6
315. I
315.8
315.5
3I4.O
314.8
3t 5.3
315.3
315.8
265- t
301.8
hr
Manukau
Western Titani'rq
Synthetic (Shirane et aI L962,
ASTM
Pseudorutile (Fe2Ti3O9)
Hematite (o-Fe2O3)
*A11 urrit cell paraneters quoted
hexagonal unit cell , rather tharr
see Fig. 2-1.
in t}is work a,re based on the
ttre rh.."rhohedral equivalent 
-
sirnilar ;ntterns e-9- pseudorutile (Fe2Ti3o9) and rutile (Tioz).
However after extensive reastion (greater than 5Ot dissol_ution) product
phases can be identified-
Fignrre 4-8 shows the diffraction trnttern of the solid residue
after 808 dissorution in lo u Hcl. lrtre ilmenite pattern is stirr well
defined' but is overshadowed by broad peaks from;norly crystalline
60
rig.4.8 X-fay diffraction traces frora (a) Tauranga Bal, ilureni,te,(b) tJre residue after BOa dl_s:solution in 1O !!-ECl ,(c) rutile.
rut"i.J-e Srossilely contaiaj.rlg Eome p,seuetorutile. unf.ortunately the
pseudoru,tll,e dif,fractisn pattern is extremeJ-y dtifficutt to di,stinguish
f_rqr ttrat of, rutl.l-e if both are present (Grey and neirl IgZ5l.
The dominarlt quartz lnak (3..34 a") is also enhanced, contri-buting
to the broad reflection cEntred at 3.1? Ao. xrhe diffraction 5nttern
Indicatee enrichment of the resi.due in the acidl resistant gangue ninerals
aiid the preei.pi.tat .qn or grrowtJr of a poorly crystalfi-ne rutile pha,se.
40
20 (CuK.)
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In all exp'erirnental runs involving more than 
=5o* dissolution,
halting tlre stirring at ttre ccrnpletion of the run allows a thin layer
of a grey colloidal sludge to settle above the residual ilmenite. This
material can also be extracted by decanting and centrifuging the
reaction liquor after the heavier ilmenite residue has been allowed
to settle- This colloidal material, after drying in air and over silica
gel, gives a diffraction pattern very similar to that of the residre in
fignrre 4.8, corresSnnding to ilmenite, ;norly crystalline rutile and
quartz. Examination of the sludge by IR before dehydration (Fig. 4.9)
reveals a distinctive peak at =890 cm-l which coincides with the
8OO-920 
"ro-l r".ge indicative of -Ti-O-Ti-O- chains (Selbin ]]964,
Barraclough et aI 1959, Bragina and Bobyrenko 1972).
Alnrt frcm the residual ilmenite, this colloidal material is
sparingly solulcle in warm concentrated sulphuric acid. The resulting
solutions, analysed by atomic absorption spectroscopy showed a variable
iron:titanium ratio (Table 4.4) often with enrichment in titanirur
relative to the bulk solution from the digestion reaction.
TABLE 4.4 Atomic Absorption analyses from the d,issolution of
colloidal precipitates
SarpIe FerlTi Fe,/fi (bu1k solution)
5.1 l,l HCLIH2SO4 wash
8.3 !4 HCI/I2SOr{ wash
3.7 r.{ HCI/}ICI wash
o.88
o-92
I. 15
1- l_3
L.O2
1-61
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Ttre precipitate was thus attributed to hydrous titanium dioxide, which
settles out with fine grained residual ilmenite. The precipitate was
difficult to isolate from the acid without substantial modification of
its properties - washing causes partial dissolution and heating causes
conversion to the largely insoluble oxide.
When phosphoric acid was added to the solution during reaction, the
dissolution hras markedly impaired and precipitated material was clearly
visible in scanning electron photomicrographs of the grains (rig- 4.10).
This precipitate was also visible in liquid samples extracted from the
solution early in the reaction- The material was strongly hygroscopic and
not sufficiently crystalline to yield an X-ray diffraction pattern, fts
composition hras examined by X-ray fluorescence and electron microprobe
(Table 4.5) - llicroprobe analyses, from fragrments of the phosphate
precipitate yielded poor totals, due to a nuriber of causes:
(a) ttre softness of the uraterial dict not allow a good
polishing finish.
(b) fragrments are extremely sma1l (rarely more than 5 pur
in diarneter), making beam location difficult.
(c) the ptrosphate precipitate tends to nucleate either on
ilmenite fragments or on loose gangue minerals, giving
mixed analyses.
The water content also causes depressed totals in both methods, however
both show a titanium phosphate virtually free of iron and containing
phosphate and titanium in an approximately l:2 ratio. Infrared spectra
reveal little about the structure of the precipitate with littfe evidence
of the -Ti-O-Ti-O- bridging structure observed in hydrous oxide precipitates
(see Fig- 4-9).
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Scanning electron rnicroscopy
dissolution, 4 M H2S04 + O.4(Black marker bar = scale in
from grains after partial
M H3POa 
-
left hand corner).
Fig. 4 .I0
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4.5 {-o.y fluorescence ancl Electron micno-probe analyses
of residual ihrenites containing phosphate precipitates
TiOz r
FeO
llnO
Il1gO
AI2O3
Pzos
SiO2*
Others
I
45.47
20.30
0.94
2.5s
2.L6
L4.84
8. O0
L.44
2
44.L6
33.02
I.44
2.37
1. 82
7.84
3.02
0.89
3
38.35
2. 88
o.67
o.43
o- 30
32.60
1,45
0. 08
4
27.L2
4.L4
0.08
o.73
1.66
23.5L
L4.49
0.04
5
29.34
4-79
0.21
o- 06
o.97
24.66
4.25
o.02
1.
2.
3.
4,5.
9s.70 94.56 76.76 7L.77 54.30
Residue from dissorution in 4 !{ H2sor + lt H3poq, 12 hrs.
1[ 14 H2SO4 + lOt II3PO4, 1O hrs.
Fhosphate precipitate separated by centrifuge from residual ilmenite.
Mic::oprobe analyses of corroidal fragrments surrounding grains
after dlssolution in 4 !r H2SO4 + It H3pO4.
*lltre significant levers of silica in these anarysesinclusions m4y serve as nucleating agents for thisphosphate material.
suggest that
precipitated
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4-1.4 Physical Characteristics of the Dissolving flmenite
One of the most significant features of the early stages of
dissolution is the formation of a porous structure in many of the grains.
This is revealed in electron photomicrographs of polished cross-sections
of ilmenite grains (fig. 4-fI)- These images show a pattern of attack
following preferred planes through the iLmenite grains. Thi€ results
in internal cavity formation as the reaction progresses, until disinte-
gration of the grains occurs. I\nlo distinct preferred planes of attack
can be identified (rlg- 4-lf). Singl.e crystal X-ray diffraction was not
attempted because of the lack of grains of sufficient crystallite size,
so the planes could not be unambig.uously identified. However preferential
attack has been reported in several studies of ilmenite reactivity
(tynd 1960, McConnel 1978) and the dominant attack always takes place
parallel to the basal (OOOI) plane (refer to Fig. 2-I for the ilmenite
structure) - The second plane aplEars to be the other prominent partilg
plane of ilmenite (lOfI). Ttre angle betrieen the observed planes of
attack when measured over 3O grains shows a maximum of 58+6O" which coincides
accurately with the 57"59' angle between the two parting planes (Deer,
Howie and Zussman 1966). Attack al,ong parting planes is not unconmon
in mineral systems for exampre, in acid attack on pyroxenes and
amphiboles (Berner et al 19BO) 
-
Arso observed in whore grain photomicrographs from the earry
stages of reaction is evidence for an outer shelr on some grains (Fig. 4.L21.
This appears to be removed relatively rapidly. WelI defined holes in
ilmenite grains are also visible (fig. 4.L2), consistent with either the
60
(a) 8MHCl+O.5tti4+,70 10 hrs. (l'larker bar = 10 Um)
Ib)
Fig, 4.11
8.3 M HCl, 70 oC, 12 hrs.
Cross-sections of grains of Tauranga Baypartial dissolution. ilmenite aftercont. over
6l
(c) 8.3 U HCl, 70 oC 12 hrs.
(d) 6.1 l"! HCl, 70 oC 8 hrs (marker bar = 10 Um)
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(e) 4 H B2SO4 70 "C 2 hrs (whoLe grain view)
(f) 4 M H2so4 70 "c 3o min.
Fig.4.11 (cont.)
(whole grain view)
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(a) 4 M H2sora, 5o 30 ninutes.
(b) 4 M H2so4, 50 oc, 30 minutes.
rig- 4-L2 Evidence of surface rayer dissolution after srnalrof reaction 
- unground Tauranga Bay ilmenite.
degrees
64
dissolution of so.luhle ilelusion rnaterial. such as apatite (see
section 4'1.2), dts the start of the pore formaLio.n observed. in cross-
sectLon.s latcr in the reaction- Ehe smrall rr-urnber of sofirble inclusions,
srrggests Lle latter is the more liJ<ely explanation.
4-2 Thq 9grnpofjlgl oj! 
-t!e -solut-ion
{.2.1 &e For1g_r_ ELg Di_ssol.utlggr Curve
Diss,oJ,ution experinen.tss i.rer€ earried' out as described in sectjon 3-2
and tlre resulting curves h,ave serrera,l features in comrno-n. A ttrlpical dissolution
c'urve for ibnenite in mediuru strengitJl (5 ut hydroclrlgrie aeLd is shcrwn in
figmre 11.13-
23
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Tbe disselution of, Tauranga Bay ilmnite in 6 t{ HCI
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Ttre basic shape (rig, 4,r3) is the sane for arr the acid strengths
used, provided the acid/irmenite ratio is constant- Reaction begins
rapidly, dissolution rate then declines, reaching a plateau after
several hours. This plateau cannot be attributed to either completion
of the dissolution (as often only lOt conversion is observed), or
acid consumption (as the acid is often in up to 50x excess of the
dissolved ilmenite at the plateau). Ttre acldition of fresh ilmenite to
the reaction vesset (see section 4.2.71 shows solution saturation in
the dissolved components is also not responsibre, arthough reduced
dissolution of the fresh irmenite indicates saturation may be a
contributing factor.
Above a rn-inimum speed necessary to maintain the circulation of the
ilmenite, variation in stirring speed has little effect on reaction
rate' Figure 4-14 illustrates the course of reaction in the absence
of any stirring.
Ttrrough the course of this work some 40 dissolution runs rrere
carried out, 3r of these using hydrochloric acid and the remainder using
sulphuric acid- Tvro distinct acid:ilmenite mole ratios were used, lO:I
and 50:l' Ttre first is more t.ttan double the 4:r stoichiometric requirement
for complete dissolution:
FeTio3 + 4H+ -r- Fe2+ + Tio2+ + ZH2o
However this ratio is still close to industriar conditions (see section 3.1).
sufficient acid is present to avoid acid avairabirity in the bulk solution
become rate controlling. The second ratio used was 5O:1, a very dilute
solution by comparison with industrial conditions but chernicarly convenient
in the study of activation energies (see section 4.3) arrd other features
of the dissolution- Figmre 4.15 shows the reaction curve of 6 M hydrochloric
(a)
(b)
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Fig.4.14 The dissolution of Tauranga Bay ilnrenite without (___J
and wittr (----) stirring, 6.1 u HCl, 70 oC.
acid at ttre trro ratios using unground ilmenite.
Considerable similarity in the pattern of t}re reaction is
apparent, particularly in the first hour.. In both reactions Ti and lrln
display concentration/time linearity with plots passing ttrrough ttre origin.
Iron honever dissolves considerably rnore rapidly in the first hour but
thereafter shows the same linearity. :Itris is attributed to the dissoLution
of small amounts of hematite on the ilmenite surface (see section 4.1.2).
Conversion in botJl cases is approximately 5t after 5 hours of reaction.
Sigmificant differences are observed between these reactions
using unground sarnples, and the reaction of a ground sample under the same
conditions, at the 10:l acid:ilmenite ratio (Fig. 4.13). rn this reaction,
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conversion of the ilmenite approaches 17t after 5 hours and at this stage
reaction rate is still declining. rt is also apparent that titaniun and
mang;rnese follotrv the same dissolution behaviour as iron from the earliest
stages of reaction, but again iron is displaced above titanium.
One feature of the reaction which became apparent in calcul.ating
a mass balance, vtas a small but measurable titanium deficiency. Although
the burk anarysis shows sright enrichment in titanium (see rig. 4.21 ,
there is a distinct deficiency in total titaniun calculated after
reaction, compared with initial levels. Iron losses were always within
exlrerimental error, when befor.e and after total_s were compared. For
example in the dissolution of Tauranga Bay ilnrenite in 3.2 l,l Hcr
(see rig- 4.L71
Fe (remaining solid + dissorving solution * liguid removed
during sarnpling) = (6.gZtO.1O) rtO-z nples
Fe (original ilmenite) = 6.94x10-2 nples
Ti (reuraining solid + dissolving solution + tiquid removed
uplesduring sanpling) = (6-2BtO.lO) 
" 
tO-z
Ti (original ilmenite) : 6.54xl0-2 uples
fttis 4* deficiency r.as the largest observect in 4 dissolution
experiments considered, with other values between 2-5 and 3.5g- There
was no reason to suggest interference in Atomic Absorption response was
causing this consistent deficiency.
Again the dissolution of an iron rich surface phase could account
for the imbalance, provided the amount of iron involved is less than the
sensitivity of X-ray fluorescence analysis in detecting changes in the
bulk composition. A more likely explanation is that the titaniun is
either precipitated, or retained in ttre iLmenite structure by some
adsorption rnechanism. This feature of reaction is discussed in section
5.3.3.
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Ttrermal hydrolysis is ttre major step in tJre formation of titanium
dioxide pigrments from sorutions of dissolved titanium ores such as ilmenite.
The mechanism of acid hydrolysis is stilr the subject of some specuration,
however the generally accepted mechanism (Duncan and Richards 1976) is
as fol]ows:
1. The unstable hexaquo titanium ion Ti(H2O)5q+ losses a proton
from one of the co-ordinated water molecul_es.
fi
),(:q"Hzo
rto
Flr),(-{'L%o o"rJ
1\*o such hydroxo unjts then lose two
by forming hydroxy bridges resulting
o1-cornplex-
hzo
rH'
co-ordinating water molecules
in a binuclear titaniun
Hzo
\
HZO-/Tl
Heo
/o"
-oHzt 
orr.]
z-
OH
oHa
oHz
["ro
l"rt\,/
b"'\
to
3. lltris or-conprex then roses two protons from the hydroxo bridges
to form an oxo-complex.
4' Further lirrkages can then be formed by splitting off further water
molecules to fotm tetra-oxo complexes and the growth of polynuclear
titaniun compounds follcrrs-
tHzo[-T a/o\ -' /o \ */o-<o )1
lH2ob lH2oh
-og-/oS-.-o\tH2o)3-Tt
oo| 
-o 
-?.P'- o --- ) -- o \,rrobJ
Oo
,rror-nl <:>H
7L
Duncan and Richards (1976) arso showed that the anion
significant role in tlre mechanism of hydrorysis, in the case of
solutions, by the formation of a titanium bisurphate complex
Ti (oH) 3 (H2o) 2HSoq.
plays a
sulphate
chloride solutions of titanium are known to hydrolyse more readily
than sulphate solutions, in fact sulphate addition can be used to retard
the hydrolysis of chloride solutions (uuaa lg77). This appears to relate
to t]le mechanism of anion penetration (Richards 1975) which prevents the
proliferation of polynuclear complexes. Grloride is a less effective
penetrating anion than sulphate, thus arlowing hydrolysis to proceed more
rapidly' The onset of hydrolysis is deterrnined by titanium concentration,
free acid' specific nature of the anion and its concentration and also the
presence of suitabre nucreating agents to precipitate the polynucrear
complexes.
Evidence of ttre oecu*ence of hydrolysis during ilmenite
dissorution is usually a rapid drop in titanium concentration in the solution,
without .rny corresponding movement in iron concentration. rn onry one
reaction was a clear example of ttris observed (fig. 4.16), and this occurred
in a reaction extended to 16 hours involving the addition of fresh ilmenite.
rn dissolution mns using hydrochroric acid, terperatures higher than go oc
were avoided specificatly to minimise hydrolysis.
However the presence of eolloidal hydrous titanir:m dioxide in
the residue of a number of dissolution runs (see section 4.I.3) suggested
that some hydrolysis nas taking prace. Ttre presence of 
-Ti-o_Ti_o- chain
vibrations in the rR spectrum of the colloidar material confirms the
formation of polynuclear titanium complexes sirnilar to those described above.
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4.2.3 Effect of Acid Strength
Figure 4-17 shons the cornparison of dissol-ution reactions in
l-rl0 !1 hydrochloric acid. The iron:titaniun ratio in tle sorution varies
sigrnificantly wittr acid strength, approaching the stoictriometric l:r as
reaction rate and percent dissolution increase (fi_g. 4.1g).
i:
o,
Lt-
o; ?.0
E.
14,
J(f
=
Fig.4.18
216810
ACID CONCENTRATION ./ H.
The ratio of dissolved iron to titaniun l-+tO l,{ HCI,70 0c-
selective leaching of iron is favoured by r_ors acid strength and slow
dissolution' rtris is in agreement with the accepted mechanism of natural
alteration of ilmenite (Lynd t95o), which involves progressive oxidation and
leaching of the iron, at least *ntil the pseudorutire composition (Fe2Ti3o9)
is reached (Grey and Reid I9?5).
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lllre relationship between reaction rate at zero time and hydrochloric
acid concentration in the 1-{o M range is illustrated in figure 4.r9(a). rf
zero time activity of t]le hydrogen ion in the solution is substituted for
nolarity the plot approaches linearity (rig. 4.19(b)). Zero_tine activity
was calculated from available molal activity coefficient data for 25 oC
solutions from Robinson and stokes (1959), using the rerationship:
"H* = vH+ "
llhe molal coefficient yt
the relationship
where v_.. is the uplar activity coefficient.H'
c = molar concentration.
ritas converted to tJ1e molar coefficient v+ using
\l/=
?
cV+
r,do
do = density of the pure solvent.
where d-O. OOIcw" w" = lrclecular weight of solute
No data for solutions at elevated. tenperatures were available in this
concentration range, apart from studies on sod.ium chloride solutions
(Robinson and Harned l94r), where activity coefficients varied by only
2.5t in the 25-+gO oC temperature xange.
A plot of percent d.issorution of the irmenite against acid
concentration and against hydrogen ion activity (rig. 4.I9) shows that
dissolution forlows a similar relationship to zero-tine rate.
Ttre region of both cheraical an,il conunercial interest is arourrd
6 M IIcl where there is an apparent point of infrection, best shown in
the g conversion vs Hcr prot. This coincides with a region noted for
diffieulty in obtaining reproducible dissolution results (Judd B. pers. comm.).
Reference to a plot of activity coefficient (u*n"r) against rnorarity
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(fig. 4.2O) suggests a possible reason, as the activity coefficient
inereases dramatically in this region.
Tttis concentration range is also sigmificant from a conunercial
vierrrpoint as there is a clear region of optimum dissolution against acid
strength (region X in figure 
 .I9(c)). To inprove econotrIf of acid use,
it would be necessary to avoid the rapid tail-off in acid efficiency below
this concentration.
Considerably better acid efficiency on a sinple rrplarity basis
is shown by sulphuric acid. A conparison of ilmenite dissolution in ^'4 li!
solutions of hydrochloric and sulphuric acids is shown in figure 4.2L.
Conversion at 10 hours differs by a factor of 3.5. Bisulphate addition to
a hydrochloric acid solution caused a 
'narked increase in dissolution
efficienry (rig. 4.22r. The modest dissociation of the bisulphate ion
(pKa = 1.99) particularly in a solution of [H*] .,1.4 M is insufficient to
cause the 6Ot increase in * conversion of Fe and over IOO* increase for Ti
whictt were observed. An e:<planation for this behaviour is seen in the
relative ease of hydrolysis of chloride solutions of titanium coqpared with
sulphate solutions (see section 4.2.21 
- Ttre formation of titanyl sulphate
TiO(SOa) will act as a titanir:m trap and retard hydrolysis of the titanyl
ion tio2+.
4.2.4 Effect of Teryerature
Tenperature has considerable influence not only on the rate of
the reaction but arso on the behaviour of dissolved titanium (see
section 5.2 ). rncreasing tenperature caused an increase in initial rate
(rig. 4.231, but particularly in reactions involving greater than 50*
conversion, had less influence on the position of the eventual concentration
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prateau- Figure 4.24 shows reaction curves at zo anil g0 oc in to !,t
hydrochloric acid.
rn d'issorution e:<perinents using ungrround irurenite at a 5o: r
ncle ratio this behaviour was not observed as a plateau is not reached
within the period of the e:rperiment. Ttre temperature dependence of the
rate in these reactions was used to carcurate an apparent activation
energy for the reaction (see section 4.3) .
4.2.5 llhe Effect of particle Size
particre sizes were determined by sieving and settring rate, as
described in section 3-4-7- rn the majority of d.issolution runs, a standard
ground sample was used- Ttre particle size distribution before and after
reaction in 6 M lrcr is irlustrated in figure 4.2s. Ttre particre size
distribution does not appear to change markedry, arthough there is an
overarr shift to a smalrer mean size. rn particular the percentage of
fines (<2o un) does not decrease dramatically and in fact appears to increase.
rn reactions where a sample of a specific size r.rnge was used
i.e. the activation enerlly determinations (see section 4.3) and the iron
and titanium additions (see section 4.2-7r, the sane pattern of behaviour
is observed- From a 7s-Lz5 u fraction. approximatery 5* of the sampre
by weight is found below the 75 pm sieve after lo* dissolution in 6 M Hct
at 70 oC (rig. 4.26).
comparison of experimental curves obtained from dissolutions using
similar strength acid and both a broad particle size sarq>le (the standard
ground sample 
- see Fig- 4-25) and a restricted size r.rnge (75_r_25 um)
sample' is shown in figure 4-27- severar sigmificant differences are
observed which can be attributed to the effects of particle size. Ttre
reaction as anticipated, is considerabry more rapid using the broad range
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4.2.6 Interruption and tfashing
Attempts were made to alter tJle physical characteristics of ttre
ilmenite during reaction, by renoving the sample and sr:lcjecting it to washing,
grinding or "in situ" ultrasonic treatnent. Ttre purpose of such washing,
was to clean the pore structure, which is established early in the reaction
(see 4.1.4) 
' 
of precipitated material such as hydrolysed titanium species
(see 4-2-21 - solutions of distilled water, 0.5 u HCt O.25 u NaoH were used
as washing agentsr all with negligible effect, unless accompanied by light
regrinding (rig. 4.29).
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Regrirrding - consLsting of a brief (10 gecondl rnilli-ng in a "Te.mail
ring grincler 
- 
tlas a sigmificarlt efiect @ the progrese of tlre reaction.
ltle expos,ure of, fresh ilmenite slltfage causes an iuu,nediate incre-ase. in
r:?t€r with reacti.on folldri-ng t-l.e Sane csurse as Ln tlre gxewious stage.
A second p,Iateau is reachedl but overall conversion considerably lolrer tlran
in the first stage of diseoLutlon (n.lg. 4.281.
Atrtlilic irbsorption analysis of water washing soLution,s gener.a'lIy
srhowed a simil.ar iron:tltaniirm ratio ts Ure b.rrlk reaction sohltl-nn (Table 4.5r.,
t-he excepLions beinC a reaction ilr which aal.ded bisqlptnt€, lrr3,g us€li1 and a
dilute HCI pre-wash solution.
SA.BLE 4.6
Salrple [8ashing, solut-ion ffi tr"r" ratiol
Irony'titani'Um ratios ftom washifig sOhltions
ffi ta-* soln) *
R€sid,u€ fron
y'IO M HCl gO oC
/8-3 H HCl 70 oC
/6.0 v Hel 70 .C
/3.7 u;, FCI ?O 'e
/1.4 *1HC1 +
I Dt .IfsOa- 70 oC
Pre-wiish bsf6r'e
l0 u Hcl 80 oe
Hzo
Ezo
flza
Hao 
.
Beo
o.5 u tra]_
x.06
1. 03
1.32
t"I.6
0.599
13.1
1.O?
I.o2
l. e9
1,61
2.75
l.o2
*fhis ref,ers to the EKtre ratio Fe/Ti in tbe actd golution after
8+10 hr of, reacti;on.
fn th,e course of one dissolution run (6 !i Het-,, T0 oC) ultra-
Sonis treatment was utilized. Treatnrentg for 5 lrinutes at hoprl!, :intqr^rv,aLs,
wete carrled out b1r suspending ttle reaetiorr flask in a Cole_parrner 5O_55 kIIz
a7
bath. After 5 and 10 hours of reaction, a 15 minute treatment was apptied.
{he effect was ninimal alt}rough there were slightly increased concentrations
of titanium and iron in solution, particularry iumediately after the 15 urinute
treatrnents 
- Ttre concrusion was tlrat ultra-sonic treatment at this frequency
had little or no infruence on the course of reaction.
A nurnber of additives proved to have a marked effect on tlre
course of reaction.
Phosphoric acid: Phosphoric acid addition, had an inunediate
and dramatic effect on the course of reaction. Even in low concentration
(1 mole t of total acid) it completely suppressed the passage of titanir.rm
into solution and arso restricted the rate of iron appear;rnce- Ttre effect
was siru.ilar in both hydrochloric and sulphuric acids (Fig. 4.2g), so tlle
dominant anion has little influence on this behaviour. rtre interference in
dissorution c€rn be attriSuted to precipitation of a titanyJ- phosphate of
fairly indeterminate structure (see section 4.1.3). To test t1'e conditions
under which precipitation occurs, sorutions of potassium titanir:m oxarate
[r2rio{c2oa) 2l and phosphoric acid were rn:ixed in a 4 M surphuric acid
medium to approximate reaction conditions. A concentration range in which
precipitation resulted was established, with maximun precipitation at a
titanium:phosphate ratio of only l:5o. Ttris revears why the effect on
titaniun concentration is so dramatic and occurs earry in reaction. Ttre
pore fonning nature of initial reaction is arso significant, as this mode
of attack is readily blocked by phosphate precipitation and abrasion in the
stirred reaction nrixture will not dislodge the precipitate. rnterference
continues until depletion of the available phosphate in sorution, alrows
reaction to accelerate again.
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one seeriringry incolgnlous feature i.s ttre effect of using a -108
phosphate solutlon instead of lg. geaction rate is stil_I far below that
in tlrc absence of phosphoric acid, but iron dis,solutiorr is more rapid i_n
I0,t solution th.ari in It ss,hution (see F,ig. 4,Zgl .
The influence of trlhosB-hate from .sslubre i-,nc1us:i.ons was eonsidered,
but ttre burk analysis (rable 4'1') revGals less than o.E* phospha-te (as p2o5).
Altheu:gh harf this avair:rrale phoerFfiate is dissorved rapidry (see nig, 4-21 
,
this quant'i-ty is insuf,flcient to caus€ si.qynificant interferenc-e in the
dissolution, in the absence of added phosphate.
Fluofi9e=i Ttle effect of edding fluoride (as rnagrnesium or sodiurn
fluori'de) to the selution lras lro less drarnatic ttiair prrosBhorLe aeid,
althougb in the oBgrQsite direction' rhe reactiorr rate i.ncreased drarnatlcal.ly
ilmnediately following addition (Fi.g. a.30), A plateau was again established
latcn in the dl'ssolntion- Titani'ra was affesGed to a greater extent t an
were iron or mangane,se. agrain tl,re effeet is indlependeD,t of tlre domirtarrt
anion i,n solution.
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The iuprov€nent in di.ssolutiora rate relates to the conqrlexinE
of tLta4iun in the dissolving solution- Itre existerace of fluoride comple:xes
of ttre titarryl ion [rioz+l has long bee{r es,tablishedl and fluorlde is knourr
to repress tlte hydrol.y'sis of TiOZ+ by eorpL.ex fonnatioa (cagtrlr.o.tti et al 19eO)
The ehenristrlr s,f the ria+ ahd rio?+ ioeis and ttreir inf,truence on tbe cburse
of, di.sssl.ution is diseussed in sectLon 5.2.
qiEqigr: Additi-qna1 titanirur (6* of acid congeiltrati,on, a.s
potassirrm ti'talrirlra oxalate) was added to the so,lution before digestion.
Acid concentratisn was clet€irrnined b-y ti.bration anf eorrqeted to I ti!, by
the adilition of, a few ml- of 33* Hel. Btre effect of t-he addi.tiqoal titaniurn
i.tas tro retstriEt dissoltrtign :nate to one-third of that observed in an
identical- nrn in ttre abEence o:f addeil ti.taniun (fig. 4-3U.
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optical rnicroscopic examination of the residual Bolid reveals
extensive precipitation of a colloidal white corpound (Fig. 4.32) and
probe analysis showed clusters of needle-like crystals of approximately
5 prn lengttr (rig- 4-321. Anaryses of these crystal crusters indicate very
high titanium Levers (Table 4.7) with low totals and extreme softness
indicating considerable water content.
x-ray diffraction analysis of the ilmenite residue, ttre grey srudge
extracted after ilmenite rernovar and the precipitate which appeared in
sauples on standing for a week, is shown in figure 4.33. Ttris identifies
the najor components as poorry crystarrine titanir:rn dioxide, potassium
titanir'm oxide (K2Tiaog) rsilica and a variety of silicate gangue minerals.
The liquid samples taken from the reaction flask for analysis were
also unstable with regard to titanium concentration. precipitation was
visible in these solutions and ihplicate AA samFres prepared one week
after the e:<perimental run showed a 5-+10* reduction in titanium concentration,
conpared with saq>les prepared the day following reaction. Ttris ind"icates
further hydrorysis/precipitation of the titaniun. rron revers were
invariant in tJ:e two sets of salples.
Iron: Additional iron (1Oa of acid concentration) as iron wire
dissorved in 5 ml of conc- HCI was added to the solution before digestion.
Acid concentration was again deterrained by titration (with some difficulty
due to ttre high iron content of the sor-ution 
- see section 3.3), a'd
corrected to 8 M.
The additionar iron had rittle effect on the dissorution reaction(rig' a'34)' causing no apparent difference in the rate of iron dissolution
and onry sIight depression of total dissolved titaniun after l0 hours. No
precipitation of any form was visibre, despite iron concentrations
approaching 50 g/L in the final solution-
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Clusters of needle-Iike crystals observed in the
residue of partial dissolution in g M HC1 + 0.5 u Ti4+.(Marker bar = I0 um). cont. over
El-.g. 4.32
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Optical microscope view of titanium(a) reflected light(b) crossed-polarized liqht(Field of view 420 um).
!19 4.32 cont rich precipitate 
-
:TABLE 4.7
rioz
FeO
Kzon
gleettron microp:sobe analyses o,f titaniun rich
precipS-tate, surrouncling grains - I !f HCI + O.5 !{ fi$#
70 .rc,
sio2
lalod
52.8
19.4
1..7
L.2
I. tl
50.2
4.r
4;7
L.3
0.3
49,.4
2.4
2.6
1,5
a.2
58.4
2-.L
2.9
1-'7
o.L
76.5 7A'.6 s6"I 65.2
* f4+ was, edded as K2TiO(cgoq) 2.2112a1 so t]re K2O total representg
either urdj"ssolved or reBreeipitated rcagent.
* ffr" ilnenite phase is tlhe onLy signifieant source of lln in tbe
ilneini.te eoneentrate, so this intiligaLes the dleqnee o'f orrerlap
in the, e$eit€d regrlon {Fig. 3,5)'between preeipitate and
undis soaved ilurerlit.e.
= t ilmenite
this i-.ndieates that ln the :irbsve arrallzses all th:e iron ob:s,crved
c.an b;e attributed to undissolved i.Irtenite.
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Ttre ceincLusion reached fr,6m the tj,,taoiun a4d iron addLtierr
e*peti4ents iE that ttre role, of diissstrrcd and dissolving ti-tarrlitm Le far
more eritieal than thaL of iron-
Frestr ilmenite: illie aeteliLio'n of fresb, grotnd ilnenite to the
reaetlion vess€1 dlrring dissolution, cai!6es all iqrsgdiatse iRerease i.n the rate
of; dli,ssolutLsn of both iron and titanirrsr (Fig. 4.3s) 
" 
Thie would be
antlcipated fror,n the expos'ure of fresh surfai:ei to the digestina solutiqn
:rhd indicat-es tLla€ solution saturation is not t*re dominant rate eontrolling
influencre at the time of addition. Itre sol.ution used to iL-lrxit:tate this
(1,0 It{ tsel 70 oe} , corrta"i-ned solrc of, tJre highest le\re.lg of iron and
titqnlmq encoruttered in thi.s srork ,:Aa g/L) 
" 
a1l w{thout visible precJ_pita_tion
in the hot so..hrtlon.
Freslr aci{: T?ro addiLion of fresh acid (qp to 3o.* of t}le originat
aeLd coneetttration), to the reaetiorr i:turre, hats a mrriinal ef,feat on
dissolutforr- xf ad-dition takes plaee onee the plateau has bee.n attai.ned,
the tesurt is a sl"ight S.nc ease i.n reaetion rate-. Ilo$€\t€r, if the
solutiori is totally replaced by fresh aeid of the e,ane nolarLtlr, neacelon
rate incr. eases slragply ancl the reaction repeaEs' its initi.al behaviour
(r-ls. 4,36) .
taris suggrests tbat, siryle avail,abirity of ilneaite surface 6loes
no oarrse- the observed plateau in reaction and t.hat sore solution equilib:rir:m
is also, ,lnvo1ved in tfie rate decline. lll e 1aek of ef,fect of aclrelitional_ aeid
sugEiests ,4Il ir,reve.rsible step: sush as titani.,un hlidrollrsis is i'vol-ved.
It!-is effect is diseusse.d further j-n drapter 5.
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4,3 Aetiva!.ion Engrgy of the Reaction
Eviderree of ttre nature of a heterogeneotrrs reaction can be obtained
fr'-ou the telperatu,ie ddpendenc.e of the reactioR rate (Birctunshaw and
Ridiliford f.952). Appll,catisn of ttre Arrhenl.us eiluatioa:
k = A 
"*(#)
will v'ield a4 it.alpatent aetivation e-nergytr E whlch is useful in ielenti.fying
tbe aature of tLle rate de-terrtining step in such a reactl"on, T'ransport
controLleCl d:issslut-ion reaetions s'llotr allpar,ent ac-tivation energies of, the
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Fig- 4.36 The- effect of :replaeinq the aeid solutipn after partial
dissolution of ilmenite 
- 
7.1M IICI, TOoC
order of, I to 25 kJ rrpl-l, r,ilherea.s for a eherni.call_y controlled feaction the
uahe is eonsiderabry higher (Grasstone et ai 194J,).
To detendne this apparent activatio:r en€rgr an erperirnentar r-urr
wi,th an idleiatigal reaction nrix.ture was repeated at 6O, ?0 ar'd gO oc- The
t00
conditions used wer:e quite distinct from earlier digestions, for two reasons:
(f) for comparison with values deterrnined by other workers
using high acid:ilmenite ratios.
(2) because only with a controlled particle size, low ilmenite
concentrations and thus relatively slow reaction, is it
possible to obtain a linear coil-rcentration/tine plot in the
early stages of digestion-
With these considerations in nr-ind, a 50:1 acid:ilnenite ratio was
used and a specific size fraction (75-L25 prn dianreter) of unground ilmenite
was used. The resulting concentration/time plots (fig. 4.37) show
remarkable linearity, consistent with the behaviour observed by Barton and
McConnel (1979). Both titanium and manganese concentrations plot as
straight lines passing through the origin, indicating uniform dissolution
from the earliest stages of reaction. The deviation of iron is attributed
to the rapid dissolution of a surface phase rich in iron III, as discussed.
in section 4.I.2- It is also apparent that in the 80 oC reaction the iron
and titanium plots are diverging, indicating either non-stoichiometric
dissolution or the retention of titaniurn at the solid,/solution interface.
A plot of ln rate vs 1/T (fig. 4.38) is linear and from the
Arrhenius eguation above, the slope of this line gives a varue for E
(the apparent activation energy) of 105+6 kJ mot-l. This compares with
-t 
-'l8317 kJ mol - for Tauranga Bay, and loltg kJ mo1 t for synthetic ilmenite
in 9 M sulphuric acid, reported by Mcconnel (1978). Jackson (Lg74) has
reported a value of 92.5 kJ ,r,o1-1 for Allard Lake ilmenite in 6 14 hydrochloric
acid' Table 4.8 summarises the reported apparent activation energies
for ilmenite dissolution.
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TABLE 4.8 Apparent Activation Energies for ilmenite dissorution
Dissolution AE
Sanple medium (t.f rnol-l) Reference
Allard Lake,/ilmenite HCt 92.5 Jackson (f975)
,/hernatite HCl BB.3
Tauranga Bay
West Coast
Synthetic
Tauranga Bay
H2SO4 83 t 7 McConnel (f978)
H2SO4 89 I 7
H2SOq 101 t I
HCI 105 t 6 This work
trFe
oTi
E
t
o
102
80
70
60 oc
Dissolution reactions used in
determinations * 6.1 I{ HC1 , 5
75-125 pm particLe si,ze/3oo mI
Activation energy
g Tauranga Bay ilmenite,
acid solution.
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Fig. 4.38 Arrhenius plot for Tauranga Bay ilmenite-
iltris value nas confirred in the tenperature dependence of zero-
time rate in the reaction of 10 M hydrochloric acid at 7O and 80 oC,
reactions which used a IO:1 acid/ilnrenite ratio and ground sanples, and
did not show concentration/time linearity (see rig. 4-24).
These values indicate chernical control of'the rate detennining
step under these conditions, rather than any transport process at the
ilnenite surface. llhe independence of rate from stirring speed in rotating
disk e:<periments (McConnel 1978) confirms chemical control of t]:e reaction
at the ilmenite exterior. However neither the activation energies, nor tJte
stiring s.peed independence eliruinate the possibility of a significant
contribution from reaction at t}te internal surfaces of the grains. lihis
is discussed in chapter 5.
F
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4.4 USssbauer Spectroscopy
Samples of Tauranga Bay ilmenite, taken before and after partial-
dissolution, $ere exartined using uiissbauer spectroscopy. Ground sanples
were mounted in a sellotape walled perspex holder, with an iron density
of approximately lO mg/crr-z. Spectra $rere recorded as described in
section 3.4.6.
Before reaction, t}te spectrum (fig. 4.39) can be resolved into
a tlpical high-spin ferrous dor.rblet, using the computer fitting procedure
described earlier (section 3.4.5). Parameters are in agreement hritlr
reported values for the ilmenite ferrous resonance (Table 4.9').
However th" Xt value for the computer fitted dotrblet is unacceptably
high (X' = 610.6, 1 and 99t points are 4o2.g and 28I.4 respectively). 1[tre
row velocity peak of ttre experinental curve shows distinct asynrnretry and
a residual deviations plot from the computer-fit (rig. 4.4o), reveals
the presence of at least one additional peak. Further computer-fitting
confi:nts the presence of a second doublet, resolved with some diffieulty
due to its proximity to the ilmenite resonance, and broadening of t5e lower
velocity peak, due probably to a small ferric resonEurce (nig. 4.411 . lrhe
X2 value is now excellent (= 35G.0) and the residual deviations plot is
apparently random (fig. 4-421. Ttre isomer shift 6 = 0.gl nun 
"-l i=
slightly below that of ilmenite (see Table 4.9), but still consistent witll
ferrous iron. Ttre smarr quadrupole splitting A = 0.95 nur s-1, excludes
almost all Fe2+ containing primary rninerals, which show A values between
1.7 and 2.9 uun s-l (Bancroft f973) and any of the ferrous iron_titanium
oxides (see rable 5.4). This suggests a second ferous site within the
ilmenite itself.
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!@sebauer parameters for il-rnen-ite sarnplesTABI.E 4.9
Flnnish ilrrenite
Kishengarch ilknenite
Synthetic ilnenite
slErtlietie il.nenite
Sy,nthetic ifunenite(4 peak)
lD4u,ranga Bay
(.2 peak)
Eraara,nga Balt(4 rree3}
aaUrang3 tsay(8 u Ecr)
Canirirnga Bay(4 M n2soq):
* Relative to Cu.
Quadrqpole
spJ-ittins(A nm s-r)
Isonesr
shift*(o nm s-11
0.857
0.86
o.85
o.75
o.8E
0.93
o.865tO. OO8
0.86310.0l0
0.El +O.05
0.845a0.010
o.77 !0.O7
0.85410.008
o.75 +0.E3
o,7l
r0.7'3
o,65
o.7I
O,62
1.30
0.6'87 0.0105
0,673+0.008
r0.95 +0,.0,3
o.635tO-OO8
L.01 +0.05
0.65.310.006
1.10 t0"02l
Reference
GiJcb et al (19-6-9-)
SinEhvi et, atr. (1974)
Avratrami and Crqlding (1969)
Singhvi et, aI (1974)
Ruby and Shirane (196t)
tllis, worlr Fig. 4.391
(Fis- 4.41-)
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Ruby anal Shirane (f96f) showed by neutron diffraction study that
is found in the Tia+ site of ilmenite, approximately 5t of the totat
in the sample they considered. In a poorly resolved l'lbssbauer
spectrum of the material, they also observed two satellite peaks on the
outer shoulders of the ferrous doublet (see Table 4.9). Thus, the second
doublet is attributed to Fe2+ in the ilmenite Ti4+ site. Ttre difference
in quadrupole splitting of the two doublets can be readily explained by
the different chemical environments between octahedral sites on the Tik+
and Fe2+ layers of rruineral ilnenite (Shirane et aI 1959) .
To confirm the presence of hematite in the ilmenite concentrate,
a spectrum was recorded using a velocity range of t9 ** 
"-l (rig. 4.43).
However the six peak magnetic hyperfine split resonance characteristic of
hematite, and observed in the spectra of North Islarrd eoncentrates
(see Fig. 5.13) was absent. Ttris indicates only a small level of hematite
in the Tauranga Bay sampte, as concentrations of 2-44 (of the total iron)
would be detectable-
fn two samples considered after partial dissolution the same peak
structure was fitted to the e>rperimental envelope (table 4-g). comparison
of peak areas can be used to give a measure of the relative popul-ations
of the two sites (Bancroft 1973) 
- Unfortunately in this case, the
uncertainty in resolving peak areas in the minor doublet is of similar
magnitude to the apparent difference in relative populations between the
three sarnples:
(Before reaction ) Fe2+(riq+ site) /s"2+ (Fe2+ site)
(8 I"I HCI , 70 oC, I0 hr)
(4 M H2SO4 70 oC, 36 hr)
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It is therefore not possibl-e to re.aeh any eorelus.lon wLttr regard
to the relative reactivity of tbe tr'uo sites or po€gibLe localizatisrr near
the grain srlrfece,.
Ftom thj\s study arrd ttre investigation of the natu:re of weatherdtE
in sthe:r ilurenites (see section 5,5.3) it is appa,rent that there is
consielerable scope for a cletailed investigation of iLnenite strticture
and weattrering utl-lizing lr&lgsbauer spe,etroscoSry. Suetr an exercise is
hovrever belrond ttre scope o.f this studlr.
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ehapter 5
TIIE NATI'RE OF ACID AITACK
ON MIIWBAL TIJ@NI@
5.1 rntrOdqetion
Control of a heterogeneous reaction suctr as mineral dissolutiorr
will dlepead on oae (or more) of the foJ.Iowing p,roeci:sses (nircuur.shaw and
F.iddiford 195?),:
(a) *ransport of t.Le reactarrts to t}re solid,lsolut-ion interface 
-
inclrrcling diff,uelon in the bullc soluLion and thrortrqftr any
stationary I^ayer. Ttris al-so includes any di-ffusiort proeess
tSteugh a porous layer at the solid surf,ace.
(!)r dlemical tr)roq.esces at the solidr/soJ-utioe interface, -
incJuding adso:ptior:r of reaetants, :reactlon ;rnd desoglrtLor.l
of pr.oducts.
(c) Transport of products aw,ay frou the interface 
- 
ttre re\r€r:,se
'of, the proces-ses listed in (a).
Reacbiorr is controlled by the slowest of these processes but
co4:Licgti@s eay anise in real systens from a wide v,arl,etyr of, s.ouEces, sueh
as forrnatj.on of i.nssluble lq,ye.r:S on the solid surfaca or further reaction
of, the produet in tle buUi sol,ution. Oontrol rnay a-Iso be shared by dif,ferent
processes either sirnultaneoirsly or at d:lfferent stagres of the .reastiolr.
l[],re dissrolution o,f ilmenit€ iD :aeird sol,ution at eonnerelaLly used
ooncentra.tLons of, acid and il.menite :i.s one such eogqrli.eirtect reactiqr.
x'LrstJ-y attack in the ea:r11r sLagq^s of reactl.on is sel,ective (see seet:iqn 4.1.4)
and results i.n the for.rnation of a Bore s,tnucture deep into many of tlre grrains.
.r.,1
Nol9NJ-11a,14 lo,lrlsil3^lNn vluolSl^
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This introduces considerable corq>lexity into the relationship between surface
area of the remaining ilnrenite and tire.
Secondly, one of the product Fpecies Ti(fV) is r:nstable in
solution (see section 5.2) and probably exists as a polymeric form of the
titanyl ion TiO2+. The titanyl ion however undergoes rapid hydrolysis
and precipitation if fairly rigid free acid requirements are not maintained
(Walker et al- 1975, Judd 1977) . This suggests that the rate controlling
step in ilmenite dissolution, will also be a fr:nction of the titaniun
concentration in the dissolving solution.
Many previous investigations of ilrenite reactivity (see section 2.3)
have either avoided d.iscussion of the rechanism or proposed a variety of
controlling influences. However lvtcConnel (1978) argues strongly in support
of chernically controlled reaction (i.e. step (b) above is the slowest step).
This argurnent is supported by high apparent activation energies, rate
independence of rotation speed (in rotating disk studies) and the comparison
of calculated and experinentally derived rate constants. Imahashi and
Takamatsu (1976) observed, two regions of reactivity with respect to
terq>erature and acid concentration, with cheraical control in one and
diffusion control (of iron through an insoluble residual titanium rich layer)
in the other.
Both studies work in near infinite dilution (McConne1 2 g/3OO mI acid
solution), Imahashi and Takamatsu L g/25O rnl), so there is a considerable
gap in the r:nderstanding of ilmenite dissolution at concentrations approach-
ing commercial levels (=3G+50 g ilmenite/2lo rnl acid solution).
In the folloroing sections the results of dissolution studies in
concentrated solutions will be discussed. They suggest thaL ilmenite
dissolution is controlled in the early stages of reaction, by the selective
nature of attack at the ilrnenite surface. A porous structure is established
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and the diffusion of polyreric and,/or partially hydrolysed titanium species
through this structure becomes rate controlling. After approximately I-+2 hr
of reaction, the increasing titanium concentration in the bulk sol"ution
causes extensive polyrrerisation, preventing product transport through the
pore structure and thus blockinq the pore reaction- Reaction rate declines,
and the chernically controlled reaction at the exterior ilnenite surface
dorninates. Before d.iscussing the nature of attack on ilmenite, it is
appropriate to consj-der the behaviour of dissolved titanium, which has
considerable influence on the rnechanism of dissolution.
5.2 The Aqueous d:ernistry of Tltanium (IV)
The Ti4+ ion, because of its extreuely high charge to radius ratio
does not exist as a sirrple aquated ion in solution (Cotton and Wilkinson 1966).
What it does exist as, is still the subject of considerable debate.
Richards (1975) di scusses much of the relevant literature with the overall
conclusion that a variety of hydrous species such as Ti (OH) 3+ and Ti (OH) 22+
predorninate at pH >1 with the species depending on the solution corq>osition
e.g. Ti(OH)3HSO4 and Ti(OH;r11gg*+ exist in sulphuric acid solutions
(Beukemkarnp and Herrington 1960). There is strong support for polymeric
species above titanium concentrations of 1O-2 M (Zhukov and Nazarov L964,
Nabivanets and Kudritskaya L967, Sinibaldi 1973, Bragina and Bobyrenko L972,
Selbin L964) 
-
Nabivanets and Kudritskaya (1967) studied the polynerisation of
titaniurn(rV) in hydrochloric acid sorutions, a study particularry relevant
to this work- Ttrey established by electromigration, coqparative dialysis
and ion exchange chrornatography, that at titanium concentrations of 1o-3 la
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and be1ow and [H*]tO.I M monomeric TiO2+ ions predorninate in solution.
Above this acid concentration, chloro-conplexes of titanyl are forned and
in higher titanium concentrations polynrerisation results. The extent of
polyner formation was determined in HCI and HCI/LiCI mixtures. These
results are shortn in figure 5.1. The sirnilarities of these curyes with
the plot of conversion efficiency versus acid concentration (rig. 4.19)
are readily apparent.
llhe results of these dialysis studies also suggest the concentration
of CI ions and not the acidity of the medium largely determines the pro-
duction of polyneric forms. Polymerisation is more or less ind.ependent of
acidity in the range [n+] = 10.5-0.5 M. However below 0.5 M colloidal
forms are produced and, depending on titanium concentration, titanium
dioxide may be precipitated.
With reference to the solutions encountered during this study, the
proposed titaniurn concentration for the onset of polynrerisation (fO-3 g)
is passed within the first few rninutes of reaction in all cases except
those in which the 50:1 acid/ilnrenite nple ratio v/as used. These are also
the only reactions in which titanium shows concentrationr/tinre linearity
from the earliest stages of dissolution (see section 4.3). In the other
hydrochloric acid solutions, the degree of titanium polynerisation wiII
thus be a furrction of chloride ion concentration.
The effect of polynrerisation wilr be to slow the transport of
dissol-ved titaniurn out of the porous solid. Ttre evidence for such a
transport process beconing rate controlling is discussed in section 5.4.
The dramatic result of fluoride addition in the dissolution
reaction is now considered. Cagliotti et al (f960) studied conplex formation
between titanium(rv) and the fruoride ion in aqueous solution. They
concluded that titanium(rv) is strongly conplexed by fruoride, and that arl
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Thtls titaniurn p-ol1m'r:lsatio:ir cdrr be pre,vent€:d by ttre presence of fluoride
during dissolution. Nebivanets and Kudritskaya (1962l f,oincl ttie addition
of 8F t-o ti.taniurn containing hli,droehl-oric ac.id sol-utions deconposed ttre
pol.yneri.e forms of titani.um with the fbJ$a-tion of stable fluofo-colqrlexes,
so addition at anlt stage of re,actisn will pr:ovide a sirnilar affect.
The same mechanism w.i-J-l 41ry1y in the prevention of, lrydrolysis of,
dissoltred titarrir:m (see section 4.2.21. rn dissoluu-ion reac,tions obse'red
in this trork'hydrolysis does not appear to be sigrnificant, in the bulk
solution at least, with no visible preelpitation or irreguJ.arity in plots
of dissrolvedl titarrtrn w,itli res.pect to tirne- The exeeptions are :ceactiorrs
which are ei.ther ext-ended beli'ond ttre usual d,uratior (see rriE. 4..16), or the
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percent conversion of the ilmenite is very high (see section 4.1.3).
The reaction of titanium(fV) with phosphoric acid is considerably
more conqrlex- Phosphates precipitated from aqueous soLutions of titanium
are of varia-ble conposition (Barksdale 1949) and the formation of titanic
phosphates by this nrethod is generall-y avoided. phosphoric acid added
to chloride solutions of titaniurn(IV) yields a precipitate of basic
titaniurn phosphate corresponding to the formula 3Tio2.pzos.6H2o under care-
fully controlled conditions of concentration, free acid.ity and temperature
(Llewellyn and crundelr 1933) 
- The use of titaniun phosphate precipitation
has even been considered as a co[trnercial route for titanium extraction
from chloride solutions (Whitehead et aI Ig72).
Thus in dissolution runs in which phosphoric acid was introduced
into the solution such titanium phosphates were precipitated, Average Ti:p
ratios of the products were approximately 2:r. This precipitated rnateriar
appears to b10ck both surface and pore dissorution, causing a major
depression of reaction rate and a large deficiency in titanium concentration
in the solution- Ttris precipitate is shown in erectron and optical
photomicrographs (rig- 4-10) and the solution c.orposition is shown in
figure 4-29.
5-3 litechanism of the Dissolution Reaction
The dominant feature in the early stages of the dissolution of
Tauranga Bay ilmenite in acid solution is the selective attack of grains
along channels lying parallel to the basal (OOOI) plane. ttris type of
attack is observed on a majority of the grains (see section 4.I.4) and
has been noted in previous studies of irmenite reactivity (Lynd 1960,
McconneL l9TS) 
' A second, ress dominant plane of attack is also observed.
This appears to be the second parting plane of ilmenite, the (IOII) plane
l.20
(the basal plane is the other parting plane'- see section 4.r.4). This-
type of attack is not unexpected as the prominent parting planes should be
sites of high numbers of disfocations due to structural mismatch. In
augite for example, parting dislocations appear to constitute the major
sites of attack by acid solutions (Berner et al 1980). I\rinning is also
often associated with the ilmenite basal and (fOIf) planes (Deer, Howie
and Zussman 1962).
Reference to figure 2-l illustrates a peculiarity'in the ilmenite
crystal structure whereby the Fe2+ and Ti4+ ions lie in discrete layers
parallel to the basal plane. Thus if attack is favoured at one metal ion
site rather than the other, it will occur more rapidly parallel to these
J-ayers than at right angles to them. Selective removal of one component
on a large scale would not be anticipated because of the major problem of
access to the sites of attack. However if only a small degree of reaction
is followed, or attack is extremely slow, then selective leaching might be
expected (see section 5.3-3). Anfinger et aI (1973) followerl very small
degrees of dissolution (=O-O2*) of ilmenite in weak (<O.Ol M) sulphuric
acid and observed only iron in solution.
This relates closely to the observed behaviour of ilmenite in
natural weathering, where attack is often selective and stringers of
altered, titanium rich material- are found lying in the basal plane (r,yna 1960,
Temple 1966, Bailey et al 1956) - Berner et al (1980) showed that natural
selective weathering and etch patterns observed in pyroxenes and anphiboles,
could be reproduced in the laboratory by etching mineral samples with
HCIAIF mixtures. Photomicrographs of these etched grains bear a striking
resemblance to those in figure 4-11, taken after partial dissolution of
ilmenite samples-
The close structural relationship between ilmenite and the intermediate
weathering product pseudorutile (Grey and Reid f975) also provides an
explanation for the slight unit cell shrinkage obsenred in the course of
LzL
the disscilutsion reaction (see seetion 1l ,LrZl, lthe partiel leaching of
ferr:ou:s Lron and rrinor orl"dation of the reinaining i:ron canses a small
readjusfrieht in ttrre anion l,_attice. to,aeaeuuodlete ttre cat{on vacanciesr,
and thus unit, cetl size wilX, deerease,.
fhe large cavities fsrrned wittrin gr:rai-ns (see FiE. 4!11) indlieate
greater reactivi.ty fur the graln interior, Thus titanium gnlynerrlsing or
preci:pitating within the grain interio:r witJ.r:
(a) restrict a prefenred avenue of attask,
(b'l eau.se a titanltrln deficiency relative te
eoneentration in the bulk solutior.
lfhese effects are diseussed in the follor*,ing seetions.
5,3i.2 The Ef,feg ori the qbserlred Regctioh Bare
Fircumsh':rw and Riddl!f,ord (1952) de.rive an exE[:ession for the obserrved
unit rate conetant h f6r a hetes.c,,geaeoEE reaetion, based oa a general.
intenaedl4ale t1r5re reaction:
and
inon
wheEe
lltie
A
o'Ac
Factors affecting k"
:for translnrrt conttol, anil
for ehernical control.
during the eorlrse of reaetion ar.e !
f.i$fting
(i)
(ii!
k = Ic"k /[k" + kt (Alo%)I
ko = ehenticaLl-y co-nibrolled rate eonstant
\ - transgbrt controJ.led rate cons,tant
GASeS
koAco
koacc
the aBlxrtent surface area
the true area availabLe for reactioR-
are
k.A
and k*
(a) 
.If there is a signifieant charege iir ttre trre, strrfaqe
area A" of the dissolviaE solid, the over.all cheEiicat
rate constant wil-l change in the sane dlirection.
>> kra
L22
(b) The preferential development of particular crystal
faces during dissolution may cause an increase in k",
whereas k, is independent of the face attacked.
(c) fncreasing the size of the solute species by, for example,
addition of a complexing agent will result in a decreased
diffusion coefficient, and a shift toward transyrcrt control.
(d) The adsorption of a product species wiII affect o, the
proportion of available surface, and cause a shift toward
chernical control-
(e) The accumulation of a product species as an insoluble layer
on the grain surface may cause diffusion of reactants or
products through this layer to become rate controlling.
- 
(f) If reaction is diffusion controlled, then a rise in the bulk
concentration of the solut€ c_r such that it is no longer
negligible compared with the saturation concentration c=, will
cause an apparent change in order of the reaction-
In the case of ilmenite dissol-ution, the effect of pore and cavity
formation is to rnarkedly increase tte exposed il-nenite surface. If chemical
control of reaction rate were dominant we would anticipate a corresponding
increase in dissolution rate- Horrever dissolution rate is observed to
decline rapidly in all reactions using high ilmenite/acid ratios (see
section 4.2-:-.\. In relation to the factors considered above, this
discounts (a) as the controlling mechanism. Ho\^rever the nature of dissolved
titanium (see section 5.2), makes (c), (d) and (f) lnssiJrle options, even
in low concentration dissolutions, hrhere low free acidity makes titanium
unstable in solution (Walker et aL 1975).
McConnel (1978) calculates a transport controlled rate constant k,
for a rotating disk of ilmenite, dissolving in sulphuric acid and shows
this value gives a dissolution rate far greater than ttre observed rate.
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Tlrang-Xrort
observed
'llhe transSnrt
tfreo, ryr wlrere
$ = rNl'o-s rosl, s-l
* = forc-s mpl s-l
for,Syrlthetic ilmeuite,
rate constant was calculated frorn the Levich (1962)
h, = o.eao p-L/'s v-r/a $\/2
D : dif,fusLon coef,fi.cl..ent of the diffusing species
V = kinematic viseosity
trt = rotaL'ional veJ-oeiEy
:: \'Arc
ar = grnojected sr:rface area
c = hy.drogerr ion conc,entratiorl
lecConnel uses the dlffusion eoe,fficient of the l,rlrdrogen ion Ln
strong: sul,phuric aeJ-ct ( tlxl0-scrt3 s-'l), however as i.s sho$cr in seetions 5.2
and 5.4, tbe,di-ffusisn of, the h1'd:rogeB ion w-i,ll be several orders of nag-nitude
faster than the d.Lffrrsion of Snlynreric tiitaruirsn units through the unstirred
sollrtion, within th€ [blrous'.gtr.ucture. llhus Lf the, cal-sulat-ed tr-anslprted
epntrolled rate ls based on a pellmerie titan:irur speeies, it mov€s considerably
eloser to the observed t'eictl.on rate, parrticularly in the reLatively
conqentrated ss-l-utions used ln this workrwhefe pottrmerisatio.n wiiJ- be
sigrrificant (see sectl-on 5"2). The evidence fer diffusioa becorlirrg rate
controlli-ng is discussed further in section 5.4, but first it is necessary
to discuss the iron-titaniuu baLairce betlse.ed the dissolving golidl and
solution, a featqre w-hief-r nust be conside.ted in any $rrotrxr*sed sechani.smr.
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5.3.3 The Iron:Titanium Imbalance
The lower bond strength of the Fe2+-o bond compared with ti4+-O
(Pogorelov and Boitenev L974) together with the observed predominance
of iron over titanium in alL the reaction solutions in this study is
consistent with the ferrous site being nore readily attacked in mineral
ilmenite. Also slower reaction favours the selective dissolution of iron,
or at least the selective appearance of iron in solution (see figure 4.18).
Sfunple surface reaction cannot account for this irnbalance unless:
(a) an extensive iron-rich surface layer is preferentially
dissolved or
(b) a titanium-rich lattice is left at the grain surface.
Itlicroprobe and optical mineralogical studies support neither.
There is evidence for the isolated occurrence of surface hematite (see
section 4.L.2) but this phase is not in sufficient quantity to account for
ttn observed irnbalance.
The conclusion is that although iron is attacked more readily
under these conditions, the dissolution reaction requires corresponding
removal of titaniun unless reaction is extremely slow, e.g. natural
weathering.
The titaniurn deficiency in the dissolving solution (see section 4.2.1)
indicates that titanium is either precipitated in the bulk solution, or
adsorbed on the surface of the ilmenite grains, and is removed during
preparation of the ilmenite for X-ray fluorescent or microprobe analysis.
The lack of evidence for precipitation, except in reactions involving
greater than 50t conversion (see section 4.1.3) and the lack of effect of
ultrasonic treatment, suggest a simple precipitate of hydrous titanium
dioxide is not responsible.
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The tendency for the li4+ ion to lnllmerise in strong hydrochloric
acid (see section 5.2) provides an explanation for both the iron:titanium
irnbalance observed in dissoLutions at rower acid strengths and the
titanium deficiency in the rnass balance. A large trnl1meric titanirmr species
formed in an unstirred pore solution may diffuse to the ilmenite surface
sufficiently slowly to cause a titaniurn accumulation within the pore
structure and a decline in reaction rate. Sone precipitation may result
when titanium concentration exceeds its stability with regard to free acid
concentration. This is also consistent with the obsenred effect of
additional titanium in the dissolving solution (see section 4.2.71 
-
Additional titanir:rr severely inhi-bits dissolution, whereas additional
iron has little effect. Evidence for this diffusion process is discussed
in the following section.
5.4 Diffusion Control
5.4.1 Theoretical Treatment
The theory associated with liquicl phase transport contro.I of
heterogeneous Leactions has been developed around the existence of a
stationary "Nernst layer" at the solidlsol-ution interface (Bircumshaw and
Riddiford 1952). The implications of this theory and its application to
the case of ilmenite dissolution wiII now be considered.
Provided the bulk solution is well stirred, concentrations will be
uniform and reactants and products reach or leave the surface by diffusing
through a thin solution rayer. Ficks law can then be expressed:
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.dct*rere 
= 
iE the goneent.ratl.on gradient nonral to the surface.,ay
D is the dlffiasiorn coeffieient of the solute,
A is ttre alparent surface area o,f ttre sol.id,
. V is the solu ,isn vol-ume.
llhe si.rqlllests tneatiltent of trans;nft eentrol_led dissoLution
rater assume€ a linear eoncentration grad:ient dc/dy normal to tlre sudace
,and
H = ,"--co)/d
- 
gi = (DAlv)#
k = rrrdc-'-ldno (I-raE=^ dt
ccrobining equations (1) n Q, and (31 ,
ko = (3) (c.-c-)
k" = ktr (c"-*# = lq-(c"-c_)
... (r)
.. . (3)
... (4)
... (s)
-.. 
(2)
wtrere c*: the soncentration of, solute in the btrlk s_olution,
e_ = solute cqneentratiol at the interfaee,o
d = thiakness of ttre stationary lay,er.
Barton and l,loConnel O979] consider solridl diseol_uiliotr reac,ti=ons
in terris of the pseudo sero order rate consta4t k, for a transSnrt
c-oittroLLed dLs sol-ution reactio:r :
For q firlly transSnrt-controlled reaetior do = c" (the so1ubJ-trity of the
sotrute). ko and the transport controlled rate- constdnt k, are related b!z:
$fte-re the solutisn vol_une is larg,e cornparpGl with the
coneer.ltrati.on of the solu er Gb << qs and thus
ko = \"= ... (6)
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For a chemically controlled reaction co = c_ and ko = O,
lnplying no trans;rcrt contribution to the control of the reaction rate.
These are the extreme cases and most reactions fall into an
intermediate category with some contribution to rate control from both
transport and chemical processes (Bircumshaw and Riildiford 1952). For
example, the concentration co of the solute at the interface may be
neither the same as that in the bulk solution (chemical control), nor
equal to the saturation concentration c" (as will occur if transport
of solute from the interface is rate controlling 
- 
Barton and McConnel 1979) .
The observed rate will then be a function of both the rate of chemical
reaction at the interface, and the rate of the slowest transport process.
5.4.2 Application to Ilrnenite Dissolution
To consider the specific case of ilmenite dissolution in
concentrated acid solutions:
(a) c- (( c_ (see equation L) will only apply in the very earlys
stages of most reactions i.e. gna1l arnounts of dissolution,
particularly for dissolved titanium.
(b) the diffusion layer thickness 6, will be replaced by the
depth of the pores, as the pore sizes are sufficiently smalt
to leave the solution within them at rest relative to the
bulk solution. Thus 6 (and the pore forming reaction rate)
will be independent of stirring speed.
(c) the nature of the solute species will change depending on
concentration in the bulk and in the pore solution. This
applies specifically to dissolved titanium which will pollarerise
and/or hydrolyse, depending on titaniurn concentration, chloride
concentration and free acidity (see section 5.2). The increase
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in size of the solute species, due to trnllmerisation will
progressively lower D, the diffusion coefficient of this
species away from the interface.
If at the stage of reaction where pore formation is dominant,
the reaction rate is controlled by diffusion within the porous solid,
we would expect the parabolic law (Uott and Gurney 1948) to be followed.
As attack in one direction is dominant (in this case along holes parallel
to the basal plane), then the surface area under attack (the "end wall'
of the pore) can be assumed to be constant. The change in concentration
(itc) wiII then be proportional to the pore clepth (ds).
dc=Kds
where K=aconstant
From equations (1), (21 and (7)
. .. 
(7)
uq; = "*; = (p) rc=-c".1
Integrating (8) yields
s2".Dt
and as s c( o4L" then ft - o>"1t'.
c oE oD\,. and c2 = kDt
. .. 
(8)
. .. (e)
. -. 
(ro)
Thus we would expect a plot of concentration against tL to be
l-inear with a slope proportional to the square root of the diffusion
coefficient of the diffusing species. This relationship, the parabolic
law, holds with some accuracy for the first few hours of reaction, over
a wide rangle of acid strengths (Fig. 5.2) and for both titaniurn and iron.
The point of breakdown of the t!" relationship varies considerabllr
over the range af 3-7 +I0 M HCI (fiq. 5.3), with the longest span of
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rig. 5.3 The point of breakdown of the concentration,/t* relationship
3.7-+10 tl HCl, 70 0C.
diffusion control observed for reaction around 7 M HcJ-. This region is
of some interest in the study of, other features of the reaction (see
figure 4-L9 
- effect of acid strength - and figure 5-1 - polymerisation
factor vs [gCf] ) .
Further support for titaniun diffusion out of the porous solid
being rate dete::rrining in the early stages of reaction comes from
experiments in which phosphate, fluoride or additional titaniurn were
introduced. The influence of additional titanium (see section 4.2.7)
in particular demonstrates a significant rate dependence on the eoncentration
of dissolved titanium. A similar dependence on the concentration of iron
is not observed. Richards (f975) has shown that varying iron concentration
from Fe:Ti = O to 1, had a negl-iEible effect on the hydrolysis of
titaniurn in sulphate solutions, so iron concentration appears to have little
influence on either the polyrnerisation or hydrolysis of titaniun(fV) 
-
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Phosphate and fluoride provide excellent neans for trapping
or accelerating transport respectively, of dissolved titaniun (see
section 5.21, showing that the transport of titanium is readily interferred
with by small concentrations of additives.
suplrcrt for this type of mechanism is found in the so called
'serective leaching' of ilmenite considered by Jain and Jena (Lg77r,
and used in a number of conunercial processes based on ilmenites modified
by oxidation/reduction (see for example Sinha I9Z3). Jackson (1975) showed
this selective leaching lras actually due to titaniun dioxide insolubility
and reprecipitation. Experiments undertaken by CSIRO suggested that atthough
in the early stages of leaching both iron and titanium dissolved in the
leachant, as penetration into the grain proceeded and diffusion rates
deteriorated, a lnint was reached where titaniun dioxide reprecipitated
at or near the reaction sites. X-ray examination of wet leach residues
identified a largely rutile structure (Minerals Research in CSIRO 1926).
Rutile residues were identified in experiments in this work where
large degrees of ilmenite conversion (>6Ot) were achieved (see section 4.f-3).
This rutile precipitation occurs despite using relatirely low temperatures
(7O>8O "C), so as polymerisation and hydrolysis are involved, tte
precipitation process would be expected to be rapid when using tem;nratures
close to the boil and lnre brocking would occur very rapidly. At lower
temperatures, slower dissolution rates are thus compensated for by increased
1rc:e formation and the associated increase in surface area. Sutphuric acid
or added bisurphate can arso be used to retard the polymerisation/
precipitation process (see section 4,2-3).
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5.5 Other Features of Reaction
5.5.1 The RoIe of Inclusions
West Coast, New Zealand ilrnenites display in cross-sections, a
large nurnber of inclusions, mainly feldspars and quartz (see section 4.1.1)
These inclusions appear to play littl-e part in the dissolution process
although the pattern of selective attack is sonetimes initiated at the
incrusion/ilmenite boundary. lltrey do however act as nuclei in the
precipitation of titanium phosphates and other titanium species, as do
fragrnrents of undissolved ilnenite. This is shown in the mixed analyses
obtained from precipitated materials by eJ.ectron-microprobe (see
section 4.1.3).
So despite contributing to the relatively low grade classification
of the l{est Coast ilnenites (based on the low TiO2 content), the najor
silicate inclwions do not interfere in tJle dissolution proc€ss. Ttrey do
however interfere later in processing when titanium hydrolysis is carried
out. "rn situ" hydrolysis, whictr is readily achieved in hydrochloric acid
solutions (Judd L977), must be avoided or these acid resistant gangue
ttlinerals will report in the crude TiO2 product. Renpval from the solution
before hydrolysis requires a careful filtration step as m.rny inclusions
are extrerneJ-y srnall (*5 pn dianreter) .
rnclusions which do dissolve rapidly in acid solutions such as
apatite (see section 4-L.21, are not in sufficient quantity to influence
the course of reaction by phosphate blocking or other nrechanisms-
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5.5.2 The Effect of Natural Weathering
Natural alteration of ilnrenite involves progressive oxidation
and leaching of iron, with corresponding enrichnent in titanium (see
section 2.2). Alteration becornes visible in photornicrographs of weathered
ilmenites as titanium rich zones around the grain exterior and stringers
lying parallel to the basal plane (see 5.5.3 and l'lcconnel 1g7g, Lynd 1g60).
This suggests that a similar nrecjhanism applies to both natr:ral
weathering and to initial acid attack, in this selectivity of reaction-
Lynd (1960) has shown the effectiveness of naturally occurring acids in
rainwaters as weathering agents for ilmenite. However the tine scale and
condj'tions involved differ considerably in the two processes, with naturaL
weathering expected to be close to an equilibrium proc€ss. rt was noted
in section 5-2-3 that the slower the reaction, the higher the ratio of
Fe:Ti leached from the irnenite- Natural weathering is the extrene exanple
of this, iron alone being serectively rerncved, at reast r:ntil the pseudo-
rutile conposition (re2ri3o9) is reached. After this the titani,um
must be taken into solution and reprecipitated to al1ow the forrnation of
a hiqh titanium ,,Ieucoxene,, product (see section 2.2), approaching rutile
in conposition (Grey and Reid 1975).
The resurt of this serective leachi-ng and reprecipitation even
producing a slightly titaniun enriched phase, is to reave a material nrcre
acid resistant than the original ilmenite (Mcconner r97g, rmahashi and
Takamatsu 1976), beca^use of the structural sirnil-arity to ilmenite and
greater stabirity of the Ti-o bond (pogorelov and Boitenev Lg74). rhus
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in acid dissoLution of these altered ilnenites, the preferred zones
of initial attack are blocked. Or these gror:nds we would e:<pect weathered
ilrenites to show rnarkedly less reactivity toward acid dissolution, despite
the presence of large zones of essentially unaltered material (see
section 5.5.3). McConnel (1978) in a study of the reactivity of ilnrenites
of widely varying conpositions showed this to be the case.
This behaviour is also consistent with the observed formation of
large cavities in the grain interior once pore formation has been
initiated. Ttre largest c"oncentration of altered material lies near the
grain surface leaving the more reactive unweathered ilnenite in ttre grain
interior. This weathering pattern is d,iscussed in the folLowing section.
5. 5. 3 Other Ilrilenites
Studies on ilnenites other than Tauranga Bay, were linited to
structural and compositional studies using X-ray diffraction and
fluorescence, electron microprobe and I'Iiissbauer spectroscopy. Ttre
saryles considered represented a broad conpositionar range, from a
relatively low grade concentrate (Manr:kau ilmenite), to high grade
Australian concentrates. The source and bulk composition of the sanples
are listed in Table 5,2.
From rnicroprobe analyses, these concentrates show marked
inhormgeneity by corparison with Tauranga Bay ilnrenite. A material such
as IIYTr 68 shows widely differing Fe:Ti ratios both within and between
grains. Analyses r;Inge from near stoichiometric ilnenite to near pure
rutile (rig. 5.4) .
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rig- 5.11 Iron-titarlium ratios f,rof,fl a rar,lgre otr anelysis points,
shovgLng extreme varLations in compos.lti.on . Sarqrle-Hyll6g-
Itris b.road corqlositl,onatr ran.ge tg also retrealed ,in XroLariized
ltght optical nicroscopy (Xig- 5.5), however l[-ray diffraation patterns
(fig, 5.6:) show only ttre two encl rerdoers of, tt|e ilaenite-rutile transltion.
trire australian ilrenite epneentrates ,shoer a suggest-Lon of pseudorutiLe
from intensity v,arlatio:rs j,n rlre (2OO) r ,[11.1) and (310] rutite
refje.qtions.
:lhe patte.rrr of irlteration in tbe higJr tttuiniun eoncentrates
reveals considerable sinilarity to the setrective attaek ohserved in aeid
dfssolution of Tauranga Bay iLmenite. Titaniwr rich zoues are derreloped^
around the gralrr sufface and in paralletr streaks througrh tlae interior
(Ftg. 5'.:5). lrlaray higtrly altered grraLns ,stiLl eojltain a eore, of,. ru,raXtered
$i4teFi,ar analysir,rg close to stoich,lomertriic i-Lnenite.
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(a)
(b)
Fig- 5-5 Cross-section view of a cluster of altered ilmenite
The light zones around grain edges approach rutile
comgnsition while darker zones approach ilmenite.(a) 'reflected light (b) crossed polarised light(Field of view = 420 pm) - Sample HYTTGB-
gra]'ns.
in
r.39
ILMENITE
30405060
20 ( Cu Ko<)
X-ray powder diffraction patterns of New Zeal.and
and Australian titanium ores, showing a progressionfrom almost pure ilmenite to almost pure rutile.
(a)(b)(c)(d)
Irlanukau ilmenite
Western Titanium ilmenite concentrateWestralian Sands HyT16gWestralian Sands HyTI75 (a near pure
rutile diffraction pattern)
Fig, 5.6
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l,ltissbauer spectra of t]re sanples reneal
the iron envinonnent with degree of alteration.
peaks from ttre best couputer fits achieved (see
in figures 5. 8-5.l-2. Paranreters for the fitted
Table 5- 3.
The dominant doublet in the spectra
Australian ilnrenite concentrates is typical
sigmificant changes in
Spectra, along with the
section 3.4.6), are shown
spectra are cortpiled in
both New Zealand and
high spin ferrous iron
of
of
in an oxide structure and is consistent wittr reported parareter values for
FeTiO3 (see Table 4-9). Ttre position of this doublet is invariant over
the range of ilmenites considered, however tlre remaining cronponents of
the spectra are quite conplex, AlI Australian samples considered showed
a broadened doublet consistent with ferric iron in distorted octahedral
syr0rEtry- The trro doublets fitted to the HYTI 75 spectrum, represent the
extreres of the range of ferric sites contributing to the dor:blet. lltre
peak broadening can be attributed to the normal Iorentzian curves beconing
Gaussian in nature dr:e to contributions from a range of ferric sites
rather tllan a singl-e resonanoe (.t. B. Johnston pers. coum.).
ilhe position of this broad ferric doublet is not consistent witl.
pubrishecl values for rcst of the iron-titanir:m oxides (Table 5.4)-
The doublet appears to be due to ferric iron either in an
altered iruenite lattice or siupry in a new structure forled as a
weathering product. Ttre accepted nechanism of ihenite alteration
(see section 2.2), reqrrires no destruction of tlre oxide lattice 
- at
Ieast until the pseudorutile conposition is reached. (Grey and Reid I9?5).
Thus the observed ferric doubtet can be attributed to a range of electronic
environments, representing structures between ilnenite and pseudorutile.
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Ttre spectra of New Zealand ilnenites show the sare Gaussian
ferric resonance but to a far lesser degree, consistent with the relatively
unweathered nature of the materials. Spectra are conplicated by the
presenc€ of other iron-crontaining phases such as hematite (Manukau ilnenite)
and magnetite (Bowentown ilmenite). The presencre of hematite in tJ..e
spectrum of Manr:kau ilmenite lrtas confirmed by obtaining a spectrum using
a velocity range of +1O m r-1, where the six peak nagmetic hyperfine
hematite spectrum is observed (Fig. 5.13). Peak area comparison indicates
that hematite acsounts for.approximately 20t of the total iron in the
Manukau ilmenite sarrple.
Tabre 5-4 Miissbauer paranreters for iron-titanium oxides
Cheurical euadrupoleisorner shift* spJ_itting Reference(mm s-l) f*o 
=-li
FeTiO3 (Ilmenite) o.86
Fe2TiO,+ (Ulvospinel) O-76
Fe2TiO5 (pseudobrookite) O.05
FeTi205
*Relative to Cu
o.70 Gil3b et aI 1969
I.7 Avraharni e Golding 1969
0.75 Gibb et al 1969
L.62 Grey c Ward t9Z3o- 88
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Chapter 6
ST]MIUARY AI{D CONCLUSIONS
5..1 htroduction
the purlrose of thi-s study was to investigate ttre factsrg
iirtrlueracring the reae,ti\rity of New %ealand il.urenites toward acjd
dissol-ution. Tauranga Eay' ibrenite was use,d as the major raw.material
for studly, aS it is t1pical of the highly reactive South I'glar-rd ilreaites
End is exEr:erqellr hotuoEeneous bJ con6 arison to tlre ottrer rnaterials
inveSti-gated.
Ac,id attask on iliuenite ic a riruch exploitedl bU€ olrltrr pa.rtially
urrdersteod heterogeneous reaction,:
r'.rrrtryb3 + 4E+ + Fe-2+ + Tioz+ + 2'ao
ltdCorucel (1978) showed that the reactiom was chernl-oally oontiotle'A uRder
the oonditi,ons he eryloyect. However the ne:action shsws sigmifieantLy
dif,fere.at. b-ebaviour wben low acid:ilrienlte rati.o6 are efip1oyed as ia't[e
worlt of Jain and .Tena (L97'7'l anct in this work, wtrieh sought to resolve
these discrepaneies. lltre foLl.orring concJ-usiqns werq reached, from experj,nents
r:ndertaken in tlfe eo rse of thi_s study.
5,3'!4echanistie Conclusilons
lrtre. fiEsoluLion of t4uranga Bay j.rrrenite in l"'+lo !d Hct oecurs
initially bDr' pro-ton arhtacl( at tha ilnpnite surf,ace. The,re is evj-denee fot
the rapi.d dissoLuLion of a ferric conta-inl,nE phase elerlvcd from bottr
altered iltFnite and exsolut:ion hematLte, pissohaed iron is always domi-nant
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over titariurn in solution from the earliest stages of reaction, with the
iron:titarrium ratio directly related to acid strength.
Attack in the early stages of reaction is selective, with the
formation of pores and channels parallel to the basal plane and to a lesselr
extent parallel to the (fOII) parting plane. This selective attack is not
cotruIpn to all grains and appears to relate to structural defects commonly
observed in these planes in mineral ilmenite (see section 5.3.1).
The initial period of rapid and selective attack is not sustained
and reaction rate declines, rapidly in medium strength (l-+4 M) HCI_ and
more slowly in strong (h10 M) HCl. This decline is closely related to
the extent of pore formation, which is largely complete within the first
few hours of reaction.
The linearity of concentration versus t! plots o,rer the first
L+2 ht of reaction' supports diffusion controlled dissolution over this
period. rt was proposed. that the diffusion of polyneric titanium species
through the porous solid is rate controlling during the period of pore
and cavity formation 
' Titaniun polynuers may reach col-loidal sj-ze and
precipitate, with stabilization of the dissolved titanium determined by
free acid and anion concentration. This e>rplains whlr the decline in reaction
rate is rapid at low acid strengths and nore gradual in higher acid concen-
trations.
The titanium polynerisation probrem is not prevalent in hydrochloric
acid solutions if the titanium concentration is below vlxl0-2 l,t. rn sulphuric
acid sorutions, this linit is consideralrry higher. Thus the tlpe of
behaviour outlined above is not significant when high acid:ilnrenj-te ratios
are used.
Dependence of the reaction on titanium concentration is crearly
derrcnstrated in dissolution experinents where additional titanium was placed
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in the acid sofution before reaction. Reaction rate and ilnenite conversion
were markedly iupaired, whereas corresponding addition of iron had a
negligible effect. The behaviour of dissolrzed titanium can also be
regulated by the addition of other interferring reagents. Added phosphate
causes titanium precipitation within and on the surface of the ilrnenite
grai-ns, dramatically reducing dissolution rate. Added fluoride causes an
imtediate acceleration of dissolution rate, attributed to the stability of
fluorider/titanium conqrlexes which effectively prevent titanium polynerisation
and/or hydrolysis.
BuIk and electron-rnlcroprobe analyses of the residual- ilrenite
show the dissolution reaction itself proceeds with near stoichionetric
removal of iron, titanium and manganese, the cationic conponents of the
ilnenite phase, in spite of the iron:titaniun imbalance observed in the
solution. Solr:ble inclusions such as apatite, d.issolve within the first
hour of reaction and the ilrrenite residue becomes progressiveJ-y enriched
in acid resistant gangue rninerals, mainly quartz and feldspars.
Activation energies for the dissolution reaction were deterrnined
from the temperature dependence of reaction rate, using both high and
comnercial leve1 acid:ilmenite ratios. Values obtained were consistent
with those rePorted by other workers and support chernical control of the
reaction- However the curvature of concentration/tinre plots when using
conunercial level acid:ilnenite ratios makes even zero-tirne rates d.ifficult
to detennine and indicates only chenical control at this stage, irrespective
of the control nechanism later in the dissolution.
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6.3 Other llnenites
The study of a range of other ilnenite concentrates was lirnited
to the study of conposition and structure. Weathered Australian concentrates
show in cross-section a pattern of al-teration zones resembling the pores and
cavities observed in the early stages of acid dissolution. Alteration, like
acid attack, occr:rs preferentially parallel to the basal plane and many
altered grains show a streaked appearance in cross-section. In natural
weathering, the titanium is retained within the oxide Lattice whictr remains
largely intact in the early stages
M6ssbauer spectroscopy reveals a shift in iron occupansy during
weathering, from the unique ilmenite ferrous site, to a range of distorted
octahedral ferric sites r.rhich have been proposed in this work, to represent
Iattice environrrents between an essentially ilmenite lattice and a
pseudorutile type structure. High titanium concentrates show only this
broad ferrj-c resonance, while at the other end of the scale, r:nweathered
New Zealand ilmenites show the dominant ferrous doublet with only traces
of the ferric resonaulce.
6.4 Conunercial prospects
South Island New zealand ilmenites are particularly reactive toward
acid dissolution by conparison with more weathered overseas concentrates.
Thus although these materials are relatively low grade in terms of titanium
content (*46? Tio2), they offer interesting possibilities for either
upgrading to a rutile sr:bstitute, or pigment manufacture by the sulphate
route' Hydrochloric acid d,issolution offers distinct advantages over a
sulphuric acid process, in terms of acid recovery and saleable by-products,
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such as high grade Fe2o3. The problem is one of balancing the increased
reactivity of this New Zealand ilnrenite with the decreased effectiveness
of hydrochloric acid as a dissolution nredium, particularly as acid
recovery is suited to rredium strength acid (36 M) .
This work has shown that to effect rapid dissolution of ilnenite,
the acid solution must stabj.Lize the dissolved titanium. In the absence
of titanium polymerisation and hydroJ-ysis, optimum dissolution rates can
be achieved. The tendency of CI- ions to pronote polymerisation makes
hydrochloric acid an inherently inferior dissolution medium by conparison
with sulphuric acid. The effectiveness of both acids can be inproved by
the addition of small anounts of fluoride, one of the few agents which
conplexes with fj-a+ and is sta-ble r:nder the conditions of acidity and
tenperature enployed in ilmenite d.issolution.
Fluoride addition has however, a nuniber of undesirabl-e side effects,
particularly in plant design and corrosion levels. rt also causes major
difficulties in the recovery of d.issolved titanium. The crude titaniurn
Broduct is generally recovered from solution after iron rerrcval, by
controlled hydrolysis, a reaction severely inhibited by titanium conq:lexing.
It is therefore desira.ble to renove the conplexing agent following the
dissolution step. This rleans that the conditions necessary for optimum
dissolution i.e. Ti'++ stabilization, are counter-productive at the next
stage of the titanium recovery process.
One potentially useful aspect of the dissolution reaction is the
pattern of selective attack. The fresh surface e>posed by grinding after
partial dissolution, has been shown to markedly inprove dissolution rate.
Furthermore, the pore ridd.en appearance of many grains suggests that an
interrnittent regrj-nding of the partially dissolved ilmenite would be
considerably rnore energY efficient than extensive grinding before reaction.
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It is also apparent that column leaching of the ilmenite offers
a means of avoiding titanium build-up in the solution during digestion.
Jain and Jena (1977) found the same quantity of acid showed greater
efficierrcy in leaching when;,assed through a column of ilrnenite tlran when
used irr a single stage digestion. Although a multistage mixer cascade
system has been studied for sulplruric acid diqestion of ilmcnite
(Walker et al 1975), it appears that this type of process is worthy of
further investigation, particularly with regard to hydrochloric acid
digestion.
I5s
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